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Introduction 

Let Diff~(R") be the group of Cr-diffeomorphisms (1 <r~oo) of R" 
with compact support. Diff~(R") is a topological group with respect to 
the Cr-topology. Let Diff~(R")" denote the same group Diff~(R") with 
the discrete topology. The identity map Diff~(R")"-+Diff~(R") induces a 
continuous map between their classifying spaces; BDiff~(R")J-+BDiff~(R"). 
Let BDiff~(R") denote the homotopy theoretic fiber of this map. 
BDifr~(R") is the classifying space for c r -foliated R"-products with 
compact support. 

The topology of the space BDiff~(Rn) is closely related to that of 
Haefliger's classifying space Br~ for r ,,-structures of class Cr with 
trivialized normal bundles. In fact, Mather [19] and Thurston [33] (see 
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also Mather [22]) proved that 

H*(rrBr~; Z)~H*(BDiff;(Rn); Z), 

where Qn denotes the n-fold loop space. Hence, if BDiff;(Rn) is m-acyclic, 
then Br~ is (n+m)-connected. 

It is known by using the characteristic classes of foliations (e.g. the 
Godbillon-Vey class [8, 33]) that Hn+i(BDiff;(Rn); Z) is highly nontrivial 
for r'2:.2. It is natural to ask whether Hm(BDiff;(Rn); Z)=O for r>2, 
1 ~m~n or for rS: 1, m what~ver (Thurston [33], Mather [22], etc.). 
In the case where r=O, Mather [18] proved that BHomeoJRn) 
(::::::BHomeoJRn)o) is acyclic. For m= 1, Mather [21] and Thurston [33] 
proved that HlBDiff;(Rn); Z)=O if 1 <r~ 00, r::;t:n+ 1. 

Now our main theorem of this paper is the following. 

Theorem. H 2(BDiff;(Rn); Z)=O if l<r<[nf2]. 

Hm(BDiff;(Rn); Z)=O if l~r<[(n+l)lml-l (m~l). 

Hence Br~ is (n+2)-connected if r<[nI2] and Br~ is (n+m)
connected if r<[(n+ 1)lm]-1. For example, for r=2, we see that Br-;, 
(n:;;::::6) is (n+2)-connected and that Br; (n>4m-l) is (n+m)-connected. 
Note that, since Hn+l(BDiff~(Rn); Z)::;l=O, Br; is not (2n+l)-connected. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we give the defini
tion and the generalities of foliated products. We discuss their classifying 
spaces in Section 2. There, we briefly review the theorem of Mather [19] 
and Thurston [33] which says that H*(QnBr~; Z)~H*(BDiff;(Rn); Z). 

We explain the idea of the proof of our main theorem in Section 3. 
The proof of our theorem is in some sense similar to Mather's proof ([18]) 
of the acyclicity of the group of homeomorphisms of Rn with compact 
support. For a homeomorphism f, Mather constructed an infinite com
position of conjugates gifg-i (i>O). This construction does not work in 
the differentiable case. To gain the differentiability, we replace the 
semigroup {gi; i>O} by a semigroup with bigger growth (e.g., a free semi
group * Z+ with 2n generators). For a foliated product over a cube, we 
define its subdivision. By conjugating the resulted foliated products by 
elements of the semigroup, we construct a foliated product which plays a 
role similar to the infinite composition IT gifg- i. 

For a precise construction of this foliated product, we study the 
topology of the group of diffeomorphisms in Section 4 and we give a 
required semigroup in Section 5. 

For our construction, it is more convenient to work with the cubic 
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homology theory (Serre [31)), because it behavesnioer with respect to the 
subdivisions of foliated products and the conjugations by the elements of 
our semigroup. We review the cubic homology theory in Sections 6 and 7. 
It is worth noticing that for the homological study of foliated products, 
the cycles represented by tori are of special importance. The cubic 
homology theoryjs be~ter adapted, because .the tori are written simpler . 

.. In Section 8 we give our construction. There, we reprove a theorem 
of Mather [21] which says that Hl(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O if 1 <r<n+l. 

In Section 9 we prove that H2(BDiff~(Rn); Z) = 0 for r<[n/2]. 
There, we give diagrams which represent the face relations of chains. In 
Section 10 we prove the other part of ouf main theorem; 

for 1 :S:r<[(n+ 1)/mJ-l. 

In Appendix, we describe· several operations on foliated products 
and give a proof of the other part of Mather's perfectness theorem ([21)), 
i:e., Hl(BDiff~(Rn); Z).=O if n+l<r<oo. The: proof is obtained by 
reversing the construction for the case 1 ~r<n+ 1 and using a fixed point 
theorem. 

By a method ,similar to that of this paper, the author proved that 
H2(BDiff~(Rn); Z) = 0 (n> 1). The proof uses the Denjoy-Pixton C1_ 

action [26]. The proof of this will appear elsewhere. 
The author obtained some of the results in this paper during his 

stay at Institut des Hautes Etudes Scientifiques and at Universite de 
Geneve in 1982. The author wishes to thank them for their hospitality. 
He also wishes to thank A. Haefiiger, K. Masuda and T. Mizutani for 
their comment,s on the earlier ver~ionof this paper. 

§ 1. Foliated products 
In this section, we discuss the generalities on foliated products. See 

[5, 9, 12, 33]. Let G be a' group of cr -diffeomorphisms (1 <r< 00) of a 
manifold M with the Cr-topology. Let GO denote the group G with the 
discrete topology. 

G-foliated M-product. A G-foliated M-productover a topological 
space Y is an equivalence class of the triples ({ UAh e A, I., gAl') (= ({ Ulh e A, 
{l.heA' {gAI'h.l'eA»' where 

(i) {UlheA is an open covering of Y, 
(ii) I.: Ur-~G is a continuous map, and 
(iii) gAP: Ul n Up~G is a locally constarit map such that 
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Here, two such triples ({U~heAi,f~, g~p) (i = 1,2) are equivalent if there 
exists a triple ({U.theJ,l.t, gAl') which contains ({U~heAi,f1, g~p) (i=l, 2). 
Note that for g E G, ({U.theA,!.g, g-lg.tpg) is equivalent to ({U.theA'!.' g.tp)' 

An M-bundle with the structural group Gover Y is given by a 
cocycle ({U.thEA; g.tp), where {U.theA is an open covering of Y and 
gJ.p: U.t n Up-+G is a continuous map satisfying g.tpgp. = g.t. on UJ. n Up n U •. 
The total space of this bundle is obtained from the disjoint union of 
UJ. X M (A. E A), by identifying (Y.t, x.t) E U.t X M and (Yp, xI') E Up X M if 

Y.t=Yp and x.t=gJ.iyp)(xp)' If gJ.p is a locally constant map, that is, if 
gJ.p: U.t n Up-+Ga, a cocycle ({ U.theA' gJ.p) defines a G-foliated M-bundle. 
We have a foliation of the total space of this M-bundle transverse to the 
fibers. The leaves of this foliation are locally given as the level' sets 
U.tX{x} (x E M) in U.tXM. 

G-foliated M-products are exactly those G-foliated M-bundles which 
are trivial(ized) M-bundles. For, for a triple ({U.t},!., g.tp), by the condi
tions (ii) and (iii), ({ U.t}, g.tp) is a Ga-valued cocycle which defines a G
foliated M-bundle; and by (ii), this cocycle is a coboundary as a G-valued 
cocycle. A trivialization is induced from the map which sends (y;., x.t) E 

UJ.XM to (Y.t,!.(Y.t)(xJ.)) E YXM. Hence the foliation of the product 
YX M is described as follows: the leaf passing through the point (y, x) E 

YXM is locally of the form {(Y.t,!.(Y.t)!.(y)-I(X)); Y.t E U.t}, where y is 
contained in an open set U.t belonging to the covering {UJ.} of Y (We may 
assume that U.t is connected). 

Holonomy. Let Y be a path connected space with the base point Yo' 
Put 

PY={a: [0, 1]-+Y; a is continuous, a(O)=yo}' 

We also consider PG, where the base point of G is the identity; 

PG={a: [0, 1]-+G; a is continuous, a(O)=id}. 

PG is a topological group. 
Let ~ be a G-foliated M-product over Y. For an element a E PY 

and a point x E M, there uniquely exists a lift a(x): [0, 1]-+YX M such that 
a(x)(O) = (Yo, x) and a(x)([O, 1]) is contained in a leaf of~. Put 

a(x)(t) = (a(t), £1(t)(x)), t E [0, 1]; 

then a is an element of PG. Hence we obtain a map PY-+PG. If two 
paths al> az E PY are homotopic relative to {O, I}, then we have £11(1)= 
£1z(l) E G. Suppose that Y has the universal cover l!: Y -+ Y. Then the 
map PY-+PG induces a map h: Y -+G. This map h up to the right action 
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of G does not depend on the choice of the base point Yo of Y. We call h 
the holonomy of ofF, which is defined up to the right action of G. 

Let Yo be the base point of Y which is a lift of Yo; tL(Yo)=Yo' For an 
element Ie tLI(Y,yo), define h(/) by h(I)=h(Yol) e G. (We are assuming 
here that h(Yo)=id; otherwise we defineh(l) by h(I)=h(Yo)-lh(Yo/).) Then 
h is a homomorphism tLI(Y, Yo)~G and h is a tLI(Y, Yo)-equivariant map 
with respect to h, i.e., 

h(y!) = h(y)h(l) for ye Y and Ie tL1(Y, Yo). 

Conversely, suppose that we have a tLI(Y,yo)-equivariant map h: Y~G 
with respect to h: tL1(Y, yo)~G. (Since h(I)=h(Yo)-lh(Yol), h is deter
mined by h.) Then we obtain a G-foliated M-product ofF over Y with 
holonomy h. For, take a covering {U.} of Ywhich is evenly covered by 
tL: Y ---+ Y. Let VA C Y be an open set such that tL I V.; V.~ U. is a homeo
morphism. The triple representing ofF is obtained as follows: The map 
h,: U.---+G is given as the composition of hi VA and (tLl V.)-I: UA~V.; the 
map gAp is obtained from h: tLI(Y, yo)~G. In other words, h defines a 
G-foliated M-product over Y whose leaf passing through (y, x) e Y X Mis 
{(z, h(z)h(y)-I(X»; z e Y}. This foliation is invariant under the action of 
tLI(Y, Yo) in the direction of Y. Hence we obtain a G-foliated M-product 
over Y. 

It is easy to see that two tL1(Y, yo)-equivariant maps hi: Y ~G (i = 1,2) 
with respect to ht : tL1(Y, yo)~G define the same G-foliated M-product 
over Y if there exists an element g e G such that h2 = hlg and h2 = g-I hlg. 

If we have a map f: Y ~G, by composing with tL: Y ---+ Y, we obtain 
a G-foliated M-product ofF, whose holonomy isftL. In this case, the open 
covering of Y of the defining triple of the foliated product consists of only 
one open set Y. For ft: Y~G (i= 1,2), if ofF" = ofF t., then there exists 
an element g of G such that h = j;g. 

If Y is simply connected, then Y = Y and the holonomy is a map 
Y~G. That is, any G-foliated M-product ofF over Y is obtained as ofF, 
with f: Y ---+G. 

For a G-foliated M-bundle over Y, we have its holonomy h: tLI(Y, Yo) 
---+G. Conversely, if we have a homomorphism h: tL1(Y, yo)~G, we 
obtain a G-foliated M-bundle over Y with holonomy h from the product 
foliation YX{x} (x e M) of YXM by the identification under the action 
of tLI(Y, Yo). Here the action of tLI(Y, Yo) is given by (y, x)l = (yi, h(ltl(x» 
for Ie tLI(Y, Yo)' 

For a G-foliated M-product over Y, we obtain the holonomy hand 
the homomorphism h. The homomorphism h defines a G-foliated M
bundle in the way described above and h gives a trivialization of this M
bundle. 
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Homotopy. Two G-foliated M-products over a topological space Y 
are said to be homotopic if they are the restrictions to YX {O} and to 
YX {I} of a G-foliated M-product over YX [0, n In terms of holonomy, 
a homotopy is given by a continuous family {(ht,. h t); t E [0, 1]} of con
tinuous maps ht : Y --+G and homomorphisms h t : "1(Y' yo)--+G such that 
htU/)=htCJ!)ht(l) and htC/)=a(t)ho(l)a(t.)-1, for Y E Y, IE 7t'/Y, Yo) and 
t E [0, I], where a is an element of PG. 

Conjugation. For an element g"E G and a G-foliated M-product g:: 
over Y, we define a, G~foliated M-product gg:: over Y. Let g:: be given 
by ({U'}U',bft, g.p). Then gg:: is given by ({U.hEA' gft, g.p). Note that 
this triple is equivalent to ({U.}.EA, gftg-\ gg'pg-l). In terms of the 
holonomy, if :F is given by the holonomy h: Y --+G and the homomorphism 
h: 7t'1(Y, yo)--+G, g:F is given by gh and h. (or ghg- l and ghg- l). 

Let a be an element of PG.Then a(1)g:: is homotopic to g::. For, 
we have a G-foliated M~product({U. X [0, l]hEiI' aft, g.p) over YX [0, I] 
whose restrictions to YX {O} and to YX {1} coincide with :F and a(1 )g::, 
respectively. 

Foliated products with smooth leaves. Now suppose that G has a 
Coo-manifold structure such that GXG----.;,.G given by (gj>gZ)--+glg2 is 
smooth with respect to gl' We can consider a G-foliated M-product 
({U.hEA,ft, g.p) over a smooth manifold Y such thatft: U.--+G is a smooth 
map. In other words, such a G-foliated M-product· is given by a 
holonomy h: Y --+G which is smooth. When G is the group Diff'(M) 
[resp. Diff~(M)] of the CT-diffeomorphisms ofM [resp. with compact 
support], any G-foliated M-product over a manifold Y is homotopic to 
such a G-foliated M-product. 

Let g:: be a G-foliated M-product over a smooth manifold Y such 
thatft: U.--+G is smooth. Since the leaves of g:: are locally of the form 

((y.,ft(y.)ft(y)-I(X)); y. E U.}c U.XM, 

they are of class Coo. We have a fibre-wise linear map X from the tangent 
bundle of Y to the space f£,(M) of CT-vectorfields on M. For Y E UJ. 
(c Y) and x E M, this linear map Xix) is given as the Jacobian at y of 
the mapy.--+ft(y.).ft(y)-l(x). Note that, if l:sr<oo, this map may not 
be smoothwithrespect to y. 

If we fix Riemannian metrics on Y and on M, we can define the 
nortp (seminorm) of g:: by 

1:FI=supIXyl, 
.yEY 

where IXYI is the CT-norm of the vectorfield X~ .. 
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§ 2. Classifying spaces for foliated products . 

Let G be a group of C r -diffeomorphisms (1 ::;;; r ~ 00) of a manifold 
.M with the cr-topology. Let Go denote the group G with the discrete 
topology as before. 

Classifying spaces. We have a classifying space BG for G-foliated 
M-products. For a reasonable space Y, the homotopy classes of G-foliated 
M-products correspond bijectively to the homotopy classes of continuous 
maps Y~BG. This classifying space is denoted by BG ([33]). Fm;, this 
space can be identified with the classifying space for the topological group 
G whiCh is the fiber product of the identity G°--..+G and PG-+G, where 

PG={a: [0, l]-+G; a.is continuous, a(O)=id} 

and the latter map is given by a-+a(l). BG is the homotopy theoretic 
fiber of the map BG°-+BG induced from the identity map GIJ-+G, where 
the space BG classifies M-bundles with the structural group G and the 
space BeGIJ classifies M-bundles with the structural group Go, i.e., G-foliated 
M-bundles. Keep in mind the following fibration sequence: 

G~(Ja~G~BG~BGIJ--,----»BG. 

We have the following construction of BG (see Mather [22]). Let 
S*(G) be the singular simplicial complex of G. The group G acts on 
S*(G) freely on the right. Let 

Llm={(t1, '.·,tm)ERm; l>tl~"'2::tm:;::::O} 

be the standard m-simplex. For a singul~r simplex a: Llm-+G and an 
element g of G, ag: Llm-+G is defined by 

(ag)(t) = a(t)g, tE LIm. 

This action commutes with the face operators, so S*(G)/G is a semi
simplicial complex. BG is given as the geometric realization \S*(G)/G\ 
of S*(G)/G. We always consider BG given in this way. 

A singular m-simplex a: Llm-+G determines a G-foliated M-product 
.fF. over LIm. Conversely, any G~foliated M-product.fF over LIm is written 
as .fF. with a map a: Llm-+G. This map a is unique up to the right G
action. Thus, we have a bijective correspondence between the m-simplices 
of BG and the G-foliated M-products over LIm. Roughly speaking, BG 
classifies foliated products because it contains all foliated products over 
simplices. Note that BG has only one O-simplex. Hence every I-chain 
of S*(G)/G is a I-cycle. 
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Now suppose that G has a C~-manifold structure such that GX G--G 
given by (gu g2)--glg2 is smooth with respect to. gl. Then we can replace 
S*(G) above by S;(G), the smooth singular simplicial complex of G. If 
a: Ll'ln __ G is smooth, then ag: Ll'ln __ G is also smooth. Hence we obtain a 
sUbcomplex S;(G)/G of S*(G)/G. In many cases, for example when 
G=Diff~(M) (r> 1), the inclusion I S;(G)/GI--I S*(G)/GI is a homotopy 
equivalence. 

Now we consider the case when the group G is the group DiffT(M) 
Crespo Diff~(M)] of Cr-diffeomorphisms (l <r<oo) of M Crespo with com
pact support]. We call a G-foliatedM-product a (C r_) foliated M-product 
Crespo with compact support]. The classifying space BUiff~(M) for CT_ 
foliated M-products with compact support is closely related to the clas
sifying space Br~ for Haefliger's r~-structures ([10, 11]). 

BDiff(Mn) and Br n. (See Mather [22].) Let r~ denote the group
oid of germs of cr -diffeomorphisms of Rn (1 ~r~ 00) with the sheaf 
topology. A r~-structure on a topological space X is given by a r~
valued I-cocycle ({Ul }, rlP) (Haefliger [9]). We have the classifying space 
Br~ for r~-structures (Haefliger [10, 11]). Let IJ: Br~--BOn be the clas
sifying map of the normal bundle of Br~. Let Br~ denote the homotopy 
theoretic fiber of this map. For a smooth manifold M of dimension n, 
since its manifold structure is a r~-structure, we have a classifying map 
M--Br~. The classifying map t'M: M--BO .. of the tangent bundle of M 
is the composition of the classifying map M-+Br~ and IJ: Br~-+BOn. 
Then we obtain a fiber space t'j/v over M with fiber Br~ (the pull-back 
of IJ). This fiber space t'~v admits a section given by M--Br~. 

Let re<t'~IJ) denote the space of sections which differ from the section 
given by M-+Br~ only on a compact set. We have the following theorem 
due to Mather [19] and Thurston [33]. 

Theorem (Mather-Thurston). Suppose that aM = ifJ. Then there ex
ists a mapping BDiff~(M)-+rc«tv) which induces an isomorphism in 
integer homology. In particular, there exists a mapping BDiff~(Rn)-+ 
{]n Br~ which induces an isomorphism in integer homology, where an denotes 
the n-jold loop space. 

This theorem gives a motivation to studying the homology of 
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B Diff~(Rn). The followings have been known. 

(Mather [18]). 

Hl(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O (1 ~r~ 00, r=;t:n+ 1) 

(Mather [21], Thurston [33]). 

Hn+l(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=;t:O (r~2) 

(Godbillon-Vey [8], Thurston [33], etc.). 

There are many other results which says that Hm(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=;t:O 
for many m greater than nand r>2. These results are obtained by 
using the characteristic classes of foliations and these homology groups 
often have the dimension equal to the continuum (see [6,14, 32, 33]). 

By the theorem above Br~ is (n+ I)-connected if r=;t:n+ 1 (at least 
n-connected if r=n+ 1). Also, if r~2, then Br~ is not (2n+ I)-con
nected, and Br~ is contractible. (A similar theorem is true in the case 
when r=O ([33]).) 

The main theorem of this paper says that H2(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O if 
r<[nI2] and Hm(BDiff~(Rn);z)=o if r<[(n+I)lm]-l. Hence Br~ is 
(n+2)-connected if r<[nI2] and (n+m)-connected if r<[(n+ I)lm]-l. 

§ 3. The idea of the proof of the main theorem 

The proof of our theorem is in some sense similar to that of the 
following theorem. 

Theorem (3.1) (Mather [18]). 

Hi(BHomeoc(Rn)'; z)={: 
(i=O) 

(i>0). 

Note that Homeoc(Rn) is contractible. For, define h: Homeoc(Rn) X [0, 1] 
->-HomeocCRn) by 

h(f, t)(x)=tf(xlt) (t>0) and h(f, O)=id; 

then h is continuous. Hence BHomeoc(Rn)::::=BHomeoc(Rn)J. First we 
explain the proof of Theorem (3.1). 

Proof of the acyclicity of Homeoc(Rn). The homology of 
BHomeocCRn)' is the homology of the following complex. 

a a a a a 
O~Z~Z[G]~Z[GXG]~Z[GXGXG]~·· ., 
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where G=Homeoc(Rn) and Z[Gm]=Z[GX'" XG] is the free abelian 
group generated by m-tuples U;, .. " j~) (fi E G; i = 1, .. " m). The 
boundary 8 on the generators is given by 

+(_l)mu;, .. ·,fm-,) (m>l) and 

8(f)=0 (m= 1). 

For an elementf E Homeoc(Rn) consider the following construction. 
First choose an open ball U such that 

Supp (f)=Cl {x;f(x)*x}c U. 

For U, choose an element g, such that gi(U) (i::2:0) are disjoint and 
diam gi(U)-+O as i-+oo. We may assume that there is an open ball V such 
that Cl (Ui~lgi(U))C V and un V=9. Since Supp (gij'g-i)cgi(U) and 
Igij'g- i - id 10 < diam gi( U), the infinite composition n;,:o gifg- i is a well
defined homeomorphism of Rn with support in U U V. Put 

00 

I(f)= n gifg-i. 
i=O 

Note that n ;"~l gij'g- i can be written as I(gfg-l). Then we have 

We prove Theorem (3.1) by an induction on i. Theorem (3.1) is 
obvious for i =0. Suppose that Theorem (3.1) is true in the dimensions 
smaller than i. Let 

c= L: aifij), ... ,fl})) (a) E Z) 
j 

o V 00/ o O~ ?O~O/O/ 
~g~'--g(~U~)-----g~2(~U~)--------------~ u 

Figure (3.1) 
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g"lg-: 

J gfg-J 

00 00 o 
o 

o 
o 

o· 
o 

o 

~--------------~y~------------~ 
I(glg-') 

\~ __________________ ~y~ ____________________ -J 

l(f) 

Figure (3.2) 
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be an i-cycle. We may assume that Supp (fi/»c U for any j and k 
appearing in the (-cycle c. Put 

I(c) = ~ ap(fi1», ... ,l(fi'») and 
j 

I(gcg- ')= ~ aiI(gjij)g-I), ... , I(gjP)g I». 
j 

Since j~I(f) is a homomorphism, these two i-chains are i-cycles. 
Moreover, since gI(c)g-I=I(gcg- l ) and the inner automorphisms act as 
the~identity on the homology of groups, I(c) is homologous to I(gcg- I) 
in BHomeo.(R")'. 

On the other hand we have the following commutative diagram. 
Hence we have the following commutative diagram 

HOmeOuuy(R")~ 1 ~ / Homeo.(R") , 
Homeou(R") X Homeoy(R") 

where 

is a homotopy equivalence. Since U and V are open balls, we have 

BHomeouuv(R")'~ 1 ~ . . BHomeo.(R")' . 

BHomeou(R")' xBHomeoy(Rn)' / 
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H*(BHomeou(Rnl; Z)~H*(BHomeov(Rn)'!; Z) 

~H*(BHomeoc(Rn)8; Z). 

By the induction hypothesis and the Kiinneth formula, we have 

Hi(BHomeou(Rnl X BHomeov(Rn)8; Z}_ 

~Hi(BHomeou(Rny; Z)ffiHi(BHomeov(Rn)8; Z). 

The homology class of the i-chain I(c) of BHomeouuv(Rny is mapped 
to that of c+I(gcg- l ) in Hi(BHomeou(Rn)J; Z)ffiH;(BHomeov(Rn)6; Z). 
Hence c+I(gcg- l ) and I(c) are homologous in BHomeocCRn)6. Since 
I(gcg-I)=gJ(c)g-1 is homologous to I(c), the i-cycle c is homologous to 
zero. 

The idea of the proof of the main theorem. In the proof of the 
acyclicity of Homeoc(Rn), the construction of IU) is essential. This 
construction cannot be applied to the group of diffeomorphisms. For, 
the CI-norm of gjfg-j -id does not converge to zero as j tends to the 
infinity; hence IU) is not an element of Diff~(Rn). In order to gain the 

N 

differentiability, we use a free semigroup A= * Z+ =Z+ * ... * Z+ gen-
erated by N elements instead of the semigroup {id, g, g2, ... } ~Z+. 
Precisely, suppose now that there is a homomorphism <Ji: A-+Diff;(Rn) 
with an open ball U such that <Ji(.:l)(U) (A E A) are disjoint. To explain 
our idea, we take a one-parameter subgroup {it; t E R} of Diff;(Rn) with 
support in U. Then <Ji(.:l)fN-IW<Ji(.:l)-1 has support in <Ji(A)(U), where 
1(A) denotes the word length of .:l E A (l(id) =0). If the CT-norm 
of <Ji(.:l)fN-lw<Ji(.:l)-I-id converges to zero as l(.:l) tends to the infinity, 

F= n <Ji(.:l)fN~IW<Ji(.:l)_1 
. 'Ell 

is a diffeomorphism of class CT. (We see later that.we can make F to be 
of class CT provided that r<n+ 1.) For this F, we have 

Fl/N = n <Ji(.:l)fN- IW -'<Ji(.:l)-I. 
,EA 

Let i (i = 1, .. " N) denote the generator of A. Then we have 

<Ji(i)pt/N<Ji(i)-I= n <Ji(.:l)fN-~W<Ji(.:l)-I. 
'EiA 

Thus we have 
N 

F=j! n <Ji(i)Fl/N<Ji(i)-I. 
;=1 

These formulae imply that the l-cycle(j!) is homologous to zero. 
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We can apply this construction to the m-cycles represented by tori 
whose holonomy are contained in a one-parameter subgroup. In fact, 

Nm 

suppose that we have a homomorphism (}): A= * Z+---*Diff~(Rn) with an 
open ball U such that (})(J.)(U) (.:1. E A) are disjoint. Suppose also that U 
and Cl(UlEiA(})(.:1.)(U» (i=l, ···,Nm) are contained in disjoint open 
balls. Let {It; t E R} be a one-parameter subgroup of Diff;(Rn) with 
support in U. Take a homomorphism zm---*Diff~(Rn) such that the 
image of the standard basis of zm is It (1), ••• , It (m) . This defines a 
foliated Rn-bundle over Tm with compact support and determines an m
dimensional homology class of BDiff~(Rn)o, which is denoted by 
{P (1), ••• ,ft(m)}. Suppose that 

pt(i)= IT (})(.:1.)l t (i)N-l<l'(})(.:1.)-1 (i=l, ··.,m) 
lEA 

are Cr-diffeomorphisms. (We see later that we can make Ft(i) to be of 
class cr if r < [n/ml + 1.) Then we have 
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We also observe that <lJ(i){pt(I)/N, ••• , pt(m)/N}<lJ(i)-1 is the restriction of 
{pt(1), ••• , pt(m)} to CI (U.lEU <lJ(l)(U)) (i = I, ... , Nm). If we proved 
inductively that the homology classes of the form {It (I), •• • ,ftU )} U<m) 
are zero, by the Kiinneth formula, we would have 

N'" + L: <lJ(i){ pt (l)fN, ••• , pt (m)/N}<lJ(i) -I. 
1~1 

On the other hand, the inner automorphisms induce the identity in 
H*(BDiff;(Rny; Z). Hence we have 

Thus we can show that {ft(I), •• . ,p(m)}=o. 
There are several problems to be solved for applying this idea to our 

problem. First, a diffeomorphism f may not belong to a one-parameter 
subgroup {It; t E R}. Secondly, we cannot expect the cycles to be repre
sented by the tori. As to the first problem, it is necessary that we work 
with BDiff;(Rn) but not with BDiff;(Rn)6. We define the subdivision of 
foliated products with which we can perform a construction similar to that 
of F. Because of the second problem, our proof contains a long computa
tion of chains of BDiff~(Rn). We have to treat the chains of BDiff~(Rn) 
systematically using the property of the semigroup A. 

§ 4. Group of diffeomorphisms 

We review several properties of the group of diffeomorphisms of Rn 
with compact support. 

Group of difJeomorphisms of Rn with compact support. Let K be a 
relatively compact subset of Rn. Let Diffk(Rn) denote the group of 
CT -diffeomorphisms of Rn which have support in K (1 ::; r ~ 00 ); 

For K compact, Diffk(Rn) has the natural CT-topology. Let Diff~(R") 
denote the group of diffeomorphisms of R'" with compact support, that is, 
put 

Diff~(Rn) = fun Diffk(Rn), 
K 
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where the limit is taken over all compact subsets of Rn. Thus Diff;(Rn) 
has the direct limit topology. For a bounded open set K, DiffHRn) has 
a similar topology. 

Moreover, for a compact set K of Rn and r with 1 ~r < 00, DiffE-(Rn) 
is a Coo-Banach manifold modelled on .orK(Rn), the space of Cr-vectorfields 
on R n with support in K. .orE-(Rn) is isomorphic to CE-(Rn, Rn), the space 
of CT-functions Rn-+Rn with support in K. A local coordinate neighbor
hood around! E DiffR-CRn) is of the form! + Uf , where Uf is a neighbor
hood of 0 in .orE-(Rn) and the addition is that in CE-(Rn, Rn). If 

the coordinate transformation 

is the translation by 1; - h. 
Since Diff~(Rn) has the direct limit topology, it also has a smooth 

structure (modelled on .or~(Rn». 
It is easy to see that for DiffE-CRn) or Diff~(Rn) (1 :S:::r < 00), the 

composition Cgl' gZ)-+glgZ is smooth with respect to gl. (It is in fact affine 
with respect to gl. It is not smooth with respect to gz. This is the reason 
why DiffE-CRn) or Diff~(Rn) is not a Banach group. However, Diffi(Rn) 
or Diff.;"(Rn) has the structure of a Frechet group.) 

For the group of diffeomorphisms of a manifold M with compact 
support, we have a similar topology. If we fix a Riemannian metric on 
M, for a compact subset K of M, we obtain a manifold structure of 
DiffK(M) modelled on .orK(M}, the space of Cr-vectorfields on M with 
support in K. 

Let G denote Diff~(Rn). The fact that !S;(G)!-+!S*(G)! is a homo
topy equivalence is a consequence of the following straightening. 

Straightening. Let a: Llm-+Diff~(Rn) be a singular m-simplex, where 
Llm={(t1, ••• , tm) E Rm; l>t1>··· ~fm~O}. LIm is the closed convex hull 
of {O, eH e1 +ez, ••• , L::"=1 ei }; where {eH ... , em} is the standard basis of 
Rm. Suppose that a(Llm) is contained in a coordinate neighborhood of 
a(O) in the Banach manifold DiffE-(Rn) for some compact subset K. This 
neighborhood is of the form a(O) + Uu(O)' where Uu(O) is a neighborhood of 
zero in .orE-(Rn), the space of C-vectorfields on Rn with support in K. We 
may assume that Uq(O) is convex. Then, we define the straightening 
La: Llm-+Diff~(Rn) of a by 

(La)(tl' ... , fm)(X) = a(O)(x) + ~ fj(a(ti ei)(x)-a(%: ei)(x»). 
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For an element g of Diff~(Rn), we have 

L(ag) = (La)g. 

La is canonically homotopic to a. For, we have a homotopy l: Lfm X [0, 1] 
_Diff;(Rn) given by 

let, s)(x)=(l-s)(a(t)(x))+s«La)(t)(x)) 

for (t, s) E Lfm X [0, 1] and x E Rn. Note that this homotopy commutes with 
the face operators. The foliated product :FLu corresponding to La is 
described as follows. The leaf of :FLu passing through (0, x) E Lfm X Rn 
is the convex hull of 

{CO, x)} U {(ti et, a(ti et )a(O)_I(X»);j = 1, ... , m}. 
Then we see that La is a smooth singular simplex. 

For a positive integer r, there are positive real numbers Cr and Cr 

such that 

I XL. 1,:5: Cr sup {Ia(ti et)a(O)-I-idlr;j=l, ... , m} 
provided laQ:::;{=let)a(O)-I-idlr:5:crU=I, ... ,m). Here, XLu denotes 
the map Lfm X Rn_L(Rm, Rn) associated to:FLu and I Ir is the Cr-norm 
(IXI,=suPO:;ak:;ar supIDkXJ). 

For the group Diffr(M) of the diffeomorphisms of M, the notion of 
the support of elements is important. We also define the support of cr_ 
foliated M-products as follows. Let G denote the group Diffr(M). 

Support of foliated products. Let:F be a C' -foliated M-product 
over Y. A point x of M does not belong to the support of :F if there is 
a neighborhood V of x in M such that the foliation :F restricted to YX V 
is the product foliation (YX {v}. v E V). If:F is given as :Ff with a map 
f: Y_G, then 

Supp(:F,)=CI{x E M;f(z)f(y)-I(X)=f=.X for some z andy E Y}. 

For a relatively compact set K of M, let GK denote the subgroup of G 
consisting of the elements which have support in K. The support of :F f 
is contained in K if and only if f(z)f(y)-1 E GK for any z and y E Y. 

For an element g E G and a C'-foliated M-product :F over Y, 
Supp(g:F)=gSupp(:F), where g:F is the C'-foliated product :F con
jugated by g (see § I). 

Let U be a bounded open ball of Rn. For the classifying spaces 
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B Ditn.(Rn) and BDiff~(Rn), we have the following proposition (see 
Mather [18]). For a chain c of BDiff~(Rn), the support of c is defined to 
be the union of the supports of the simplices appearing in c. 

Proposition (4.1). Let U be a bounded open ball in Rn. Then the 
inclusion i: Diff&(Rn)-7Diff~(Rn) induces an isomorphism 

Proof Surjectivity. Let c be an m-cycle of BDiff~(Rn). We can 
find a bounded open ball U' such that all simplices appearing in c have 
support in U'. Let a: [0, l]-7Diff~(Rn) be an element of PDiff~(Rn) such 
that a(l)(U')cU. Then a(1)c (the cycle c conjugated by a(1» is homol
ogous (homotopic) in BDiff~(Rn) to c and a(1)c lies in the image of Ri. 

Injectivity. Let c be an m-cycle of B Diff&(Rn) such that (Bi)*c is 
homologous to zero in B Diff;(Rn); (Bi)*c = ad for some (m + 1 )-chain d of 
BDiff~(Rn). Let UI be an open ball such that Supp(c)cVlcU, and U2 

a bounded open ball such that Supp(d)c U2• Then we can find an ele
ment a of PDiff~(Rn) such that aCt) lUI =idu1 (t E [0, 1]) and a(1)(U2)c U. 
Since Supp(a(1)d)c U, a(I)d (the chain d conjugated by a(1» can be 
considered as an (m+ I)-chain of BDiff&(Rn). It is easy to see that 
c=a(a(1)d). 

Since we have the notion of the support of foliated products, we can 
r<!strict or take the union of foliated products. 

Union and restriction. Let g; be a Cr-foliated M-product with 
comract support over Y. Suppose that there is a compact subset K of 
M such that Y X K( C Y X M) is a union of leaves of g;. In terms of 
holonomy, K is invariant under the holonomy; h(Y)(K) = K for Y E Y. 
Here we are assuming that h(Yo)=id. Suppose also that for any y E Y, 
h(Y) is r-flat along the frontier of K; j;(h(Y» = j;(idM ) (x E Fr(K». 

Let hi K: Y -7Diff;(M) be the map defined by 

(h I K)(.Y)(x) =' for Y E Y {
h(Y-)(X) x E K _ 

x, XEM-K 

and (hIK): 7tiY,Yo)-7Diff~(M) the homomorphism defined by 

{
h(I)(X), x E K 

(h I K)(l)(x) = for I E 7l"1( Y, Yo)· 
x, xEM-K 

Then hi K and hi K are well-defined and hi K is 7l"1(Y, yo)-equivariant with 
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respect to h I K. These define a CT -foliated M-product :F I Kover M with 
compact support which we call the restriction of :F to K. 

Let:F. (i=I, "', k) be CT-foliated M-products with compact sup
port over Y such that 

Let hi be the holonomy of :Fi (i = 1, .. " k) which is equivariant with 
respect to hi: "1(Y' Yo)~Diff;(M) and satisfies h.(yo)=id. Let h: Y ~ 
Diff;(M) be the map given by h(y) = IT. hi(y), i.e., 

{
h.(Y)(X), x E Supp (:F i ) (i = 1, .. " k) 

h(y)(x) = 
x, x e M-USupp(:F.) 

i 

and h: "1(Y, Yo)~Diff;(M) the homomorphism defined by 

h(l)= IT hi(l) (l e "1(Y' Yo))· 
i 

Then h is "1(Y, yo)-equivariant with respect to h and defines a Cr-foliated 
M-product U~=l:Fi with compact support, which we call the union of 
:Fi (i=I," .,k). 

For infinitely many foliated products :Fi (i eN) with 

Int Supp(:Fi) n Int Supp(:F j )=¢ (i=/= j), 

if h: Y ~Diff;(M) (constructed in a similar way) is well-defined, we can 
define the union UiEN ff i • 

Smoothness of foliated products. Let Diffi«M) be the group of cr
diffeomorphisms (1 < r < 00) of a manifold M with support in a compact 
subset K of M. As we noted before, DiffHM) is a C~-Banach manifold. 
For a smooth (C~) map f: Y~DiffHM), we obtain a map X: TY~ 
~HM) which is the Jacobian at y of z~f(z)f(y)-l. This ~HM) valued 
I-form X is continuous but may not be smooth. (If r = 00, it is smooth.) 
However, the associated map TYXM~TM is of class cr. It is worth 
considering the foliated products with this property. For a Cr-map 
TYX M ~ TM satisfying the integrability condition, we have a cr -foliated 
M-product ff over Y. The holonomy h: Y~DiffHM) of:F is of class C l 

in general. As we see below, it is hard to expect higher differentiability. 
We are going to study the differentiability of f: Y ~Diffi«M) and 

that of the associated map TYX M ~ TM (1 ::::;: r < 00 ). It is enough to 
consider the group DiffHR") and foliated R"-products over the cubes 
[0, Ijm. Note again that the CT-norm I IT on ~i«R") is given by 
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IXlr= sup sup IDIoX(x)l. 
- O::>k;l;r ",eRn 

Since the map T[O; IrXR"~TRn is fiber-wise linear, we obtain a matrix 
(L(K"', Rn» valued function on [0, 1]"'XRn and the differentiability of the 
map T[O, l]mXR"~TRn is equal to that of the map [0, 1]"'XR"~ 
L(R"', R"). 

Let K be a compact subset of Rn. Let Q: [0, 1]~Diffk(Rn) 
(I :::::::r < 00) be a Cl-map. That is, for to e [0, I], there exists an element 

(aQ/at)lto e L(Tto[O, I], ~HRn»~~HRn) 

such that IQ(t)-Q(to)-(aQ/at)lto(t-to)lr/lt-tol~O as t~to, and 
(aQ/at)lto depends continuously on to e [0,1]. Then, to~(aQ/at)ltoCQ(to)-l) 
is a continuous map from [0, I] to ~HRn). 

Conversely, for a continuous map X: [0, 1]~~HRn) (1 <r < 00), we 
have a differential equation 

(d({J/dt )(t, x) = XCt, ({J(t, x», ({J(O, x)=x. 

By the fundamental theorem of ordinary differential equations, there 
uniquely exists a solution of class Cl which is of class cr with respect to 
x. Then we obtain a map ({J: [0, 1]~Diffk(Rn) which sends t to ({Jt, 
where ({Jt(x) = ({J(t, x). First, this map is continuous. For, 

l({Jt-({Jtolr:::;;ft IX(s, ({J(s, x»lrds 
to 

<It-tol sup IX(s)lr . 
• 

Secondly, t~Xt({Jt e ~HRn) is continuous, where Xt({Jt(x)=X(t, ({J(t, x». 
For, 

I Xt({Jt - Xt o({Jt 0 Ir < IXt({Jt - Xto({Jt Ir + I Xto({Jt - Xt o({Jt 0 Ir. 

Here, since X: [0, l]~~HRn) is continuous, the first term tends to zero 
as t~to. Since X(t, x) is of class CT with respect to x and ({Jt is con
tinuous with respect to the cr norm, the second term tends to zero as 
t~to. From these, it follows that t ~({Jt e DiffHRn) is a Cl-map. For, 

where the integrand tends to zero as t~to. Thus, Xt({Jt is the derivative 
at t of ({J. Since Xt({Jt is continuous with respect to t, t~({Jt is of class Cl. 
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Suppose that Q: [0, 1]~DiffK(Rn) is a Ck-map. This implies that 
the map [0, 1] X Rn~Rn given by (t, x)~Q(t)(x) is of class cmin{r,k}. Then, 
although t~«aQ/at)lt)(Q(t)-l) E ,q[K(Rn) is only continuous, (t, x)~ 
(aQ/at) It(Q(t)-l(X» E Tz(Rn) is of class cm1n{r,k-l}. For, (aQ/at): [0, 1] X 
Rn~L(Rt, Rn) is cr with respect to x E Rn and C k- 1 with respect to 
t E [0, 1]. On the other hand, (t, x)~Q(t)-I(X) = Q(t, x) is of class c r 

with respect to x E Rn and of class cmin{r,k} with respect to t E [0, 1] 
because we have 

(aQjat)(t, x)= -[(aQ/ax)(t, Q(t, x»]-I(aQ/at)(t, Q(t, x». 

We consider the converse. Suppose that we have a Cr-map X: [0, 1] 
XRn~Rn such that X(t, x)=o for x E Rn-K. Then the solution cp of 
the differential equation 

(dcp/dt) (t, x)=X(t, cp(t, x» 

is of class c r and of class Cr+1 with respect to t. By the previous argu
ment, the map [0, l]~DiffK(Rn) given by t~CPt is of class C1, and the de
rivative acpt/at is equal to the vectorfield XtCPt> where Xtcplx)=X(t, cp(t, x». 
It is not differentiable with respect to t as a function to ,q[K(Rn). 

To summarize the above, we have the following inclusions. 

{Ck-maps ([0, 1], O)~(DiffK(Rn), id) (k>r+l)} 

c{Cr-maps [0, I]XRn~Rn with support in [0, I]XK} 

c {CI-maps ([0, 1], O)~(DiffK(Rn), id)} 

= {CD-maps [0, 1]~.2"K(Rn)}. 

For a Cr+l_map [0, lr~DiffK(Rn), we also have a map [O,l] m xRn 
~L(Rm, Rn) which is of class cr. Suppose that we have a Cr-map 
X: [0, l]mXRn~L(Rm, Rn) (r>l) satisfying the integrability condition 

I: xuaX~/aXk)- I: X~(aXuaXk)+aX~/ati-aXuatj=o 
k k 

and the condition on the support 

X(t,x)=O 

§ 5. Semigroup actions 

In this section we construct a homomorphism 
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with an open ball U such that <P(A)(1)(U), A E (Z+ * z+)n are disjoint, 
where 

We use this homomorphism to prove our main theorem. 
First we consider the case when n= 1. Let the symbols - and + 

denote the two generators of the free semigroup Z+ * Z+. Let (~_)(ojox) 
be a C=-vectorfield on R such that 

~_(x)=-(x+I), xE[-I,I], 

~_(x)=O, X E (- 00, - 2] U [2, 00). 

Let!: be the time t map of (~ _)(0 jox). Then, 

!:(x)=(x+l)exp(-t)-1 for tzO,xE[-I,I]. 

Let (~+)(ojox) be a C=-vectorfield on R given by 

~+(x)=-~_(-x) 

and!~ the time t map of (~+)(%x). Then we have 

!~(x)=(x-I) exp (-t)+1 for t~O, x E [-I, I]. 

Take a positive real number s and put 

This defines a homomorphism <P: Z+ * Z+---+PDiff;;O(Rn) and we see that, 
for x E [-I, I], 

<P( - )(1)(x)=(x+ 1)/(2+s)-I, 

<P( + )(1)(x)=(x-I)/(2+c)+ 1. 

Put U=(-c/(2+c),c/(2+s»; then <P(A)(1)(U),AEZ+*Z+ are disjoint 
open intervals on [-I, I]. ([-1, I]-Ul <P(A)(1)(U) is a Cantor set.) 

Now we construct the homomorphism <P for nz2. Let -I, +t 
(I<i<n) denote the generators of (Z+*Z+)n, where at'Cj='Cl1t 
(a, 'C E {-, +}, I ~i, j <n, i =1= j). Let p be a function on R such that 

O<p(x)<1 (xER), 

p(x) = I (lxl:::;;:3) and p(x)=O (Jxl>4). 
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Put ~.,= n~~1 p(Xk)~.(Xt)(oIOXt) (a E {-, +}, i = I, ... , n). Then, since 
(op(Xt)IOXt)~.(xt)=O(aE{-, +},i=l, ···,n), we have, for a,1:E 

{-, +}, i=l=j, 

[~." ~rJ] 

= (DI p(xk) )~.(Xt)p(XI)' .. pfxJ ... p(xn)(oP(Xt)faXt)~.(Xj)(o/OXj) 

- (DI p(XIJ)~ rex j)p(xt )· •• (i;J ... p(xn)(op(x j)/ox j)~.(Xt)(o/OXt) 
=0. 

Let <P(at)(t) be the time t log (2+ e) map of ~.t' Then we have 

<P(at)'t)<p( 1: j)(t) = <P( 1:j)(t)<P(at)(t) 

for a, 1: E { -, +}, 1 <i, j <n, i =1= j. Thus we have a homomorphism 

<P: (Z+ * z+)n~PDiff:(Rn). 
It is easy to see that 

<p(-t)(I)(xto ••• ,xn)=(xto ···,xt _I,(x,+I)/(2+e)-I,x,+IO ···,xn), 

<p(+t)(I)(Xto "',xn)=(x1, "',x,_t>(xi -I)/(2+e)+I,xi+l, ... ,xn), 

for (XI>"" xn) with lx, I ~ 1 (i = I, ... , n). Put 

U = (-e/(2+e), e/(2+e»"'; then <p(A)'I)(U), A E (Z+ * Z+)'" are disjoint. 
Moreover, we have the following lemmas. 

Lemma (5.1). <P(A)(I) I U is the restriction to U of an affine map x_ 
Ax+b where A is a diagonal matrix 

diag«2+e)-11(l), ... , (2+e)-ln(l». 

Here, li(A)=/(pr,(A», and prt : (Z+ * z+)n_z+ * Z+ is the projection to the 
i-thfactor (i= I, ... , n) and I denotes the word length I: Z+ * Z+-Z+. 

Lemma (5.2). Let YJ be a CT -vector field (r >0) on R'" with support in 
U. Then 

I (<P(A)(I»*YJIT ~(2 + e)-mIn{ZI(l») +T max!Z,(l)} I YJI" 

where I IT denotes the CT -norm. 

Remark (5.3). We have actually constructed a homomorphism 
1J!: (R+ * R+)n_Diff:(Rn) and <P: (Z+ * z+)n_PDiff:(Rn) is written as 
<P(A)(t) = 1J!(tA). 

The semigroup (Z+ * Z+>'" has several nice subseroigroups. We will 
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use the following subsemigroups later. 
First we have the diagonal subsemigroup 

{A e (Z+ * z+)n; 11(j.) = ... =In(A)} 
2n 

which is isomorphic to * Z+. 
Secondly, for m<n, we have the following subsemigroup. 

{A e (Z+ * z+)n; Ik[n/m]+ I(A)= ... =/(k+l)[n/m](A) (k=O, ... , m-2), 

l(m-l)[n/m]+l(A) = ... = In (A)} 

2[n/m] 2n- (m-l)[n/m] 
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which is isomorphic to ( * z+)(m-l) X ( * Z+). By choosing 
2n-(m-l)[n/m] 

2[n/m] generators of * Z+, we obtain a subsemigroup which is 
2[n/m] 

isomorphic to ( * ZS". 
In general, for integers k, k' such that km+k' =n, we have a sub-

2' 2k 

semigroup isomorphic to ( * z+)m X (Z+ * Z+)k' or (* z+)m X Z~. 
Here are the figures of !1i(A)(I)(U), A e (Z+ * Z+)2 and !1i(A)(I)(U), 

4 

A e * ZH the diagonal subsemigroup of (Z+ * Z+)2. 

Figure (5.1) 
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· . · · · · · a · · · · 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a · · · 0 0 0 0 · . · · · · · a a · · · · · · · 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

D D · . · · · a · · 0 [J [J 0 [J 0 [J 0 · . · · · a a · · · · · 0 0 0 0 · . · · · a a · · · · a , a 
[J 0 [J 0 0 [J 0 [J 

a a · a 

D · . · · · · · a a · · · · a · . 0 [J 0 0 [J [J 0 0 

0 0 0 0 · . · · · , · a a · · · · · · · 0 [J 0 0 0 [J 0 0 

D D · . · a · · , , 
0 a 0 a a 0 a a 

a a a a a a , a 

[J 0 0 0 
a a , · , a a a · · · · a , 
a 0 a a 0 0 a 0 · , 

Figure (5.2) 

§ 6. Cubic homology 

Let G denote Diff;(Rn). The homology of BG is of course the 
homology of the complex S*(G)/G~ Since the subcomplex DS*(G) of 
degenerate chains is invariant under the action of G, we may use the 
normalized complex S~(G)/G. We will use, however, the normalized 
cubic complex Q~(G)/G. First we review the singular cubic complex (see 
Serre [31]). 

Cubic complex. Let [0, l]m be the standard m-dimensional cube. A 
continuous map Q: [0, l]m-+G is called a singular m-cube. Let Qm(G) be 
the free abelian group generated by singular m-cubes. For a singular m
cube Q, let F:Q: [0, l]m-'-+G (e=O, 1; i = 1, .. " m) be the map given by 

Put aiQ=F~Q-FtQ (i= 1, "', m). The boundary homomorphism 
a: Qm(G)-+Qm-l(G) is defined by 
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Thus we obtain a chain complex (Q*(G), a), the cubic complex of G. To 
represent the homology of G, we have to consider the normalized complex. 

Let DiQ: [0, Ir+I~G (i=l, ... , m+l) be the map given by 

Let DQ*(G) denote the subcomplex of Q*(G) generated by the chains of 
the form DiQ. Then the normalized cubic complex Q~(G) is given by 
Q~(G)=Q*(G)/DQ*(G). 

It is easy to see that DQ*(G) is G-invariant. Hence we can define 
Q~(G)/G which is denoted by Q~(BG). 

We have a chain equivalence S~(G)~Q~(G) which is induced from 
the map [0, Ilm~Lfm given by 

Since this chain equivalence is G-equivariant, this induces a chain equiva
lence S~(G)/G~Q~(G)/G. 

We may consider the smooth singular cubic complex Q*(G). We 
obtain Q*'(G)=Q*(G)/DQ*(G) and Q,*'(G)/G. Then we have a chain 
equivalence Q*'(G)/G~Q~(G)/G. 

Let {el , ••• , em} be the standard basis for Rm. Let (va' ... , Vm> 
(Vi E R'"', i =0, ... , m) denote the affine map Lfm~Rn which sends ° to Vo 
and 2:~=1 eJ to Vi (i = I, ... , m). We have another chain map t: Q~(G) 
~S~(G) which sends a singular cube Q: [0, Ilm~G to 

2: det (el' ... , ei' ... , em)Q( 0, el> ... , tl eJ' ..• , j; eJ), 

where the sum is taken over {el> ... , em} = {el> ... , em}. 
Let bsd: S~(G)~S~(G) denote the barycentric subdivision. We 

have amaplC: S~(G)~Q~(G)whichmakes the following diagram commute: 

where t: Q~(G)~S~(G) is the map defined above. We are going to 
describe IC explicitly. Let [bo, ••• , bml (b i >0, 2:7:0 bi = I) be the barycen
tric coordinate on Lfm = {(UI> ••. , um); 1 > UI > ... >um> OJ. Here 
[bo, ... , bml corresponds to (b l + ... + bm, bz + ... + bm, ..• , bm) in Lfm. 
Let {Xj: [0, Ilm~Lfm (j =0, ... , m) be the map given by 
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where 
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(Xitl' "', tm)=[bo, "', bm], 

bi=ti+l/ (1+ ~ tz) (i<j), 

b j = 1/ ( 1 + ~ t z) and 

bk=tk/(l+~tz) (k>j). 

It might be helpful to look at the m-simplex in Rm+l spanned by eo, .. " 
em and the union X of the faces of the (m+ I)-cube [0, Ir+ 1 which do 
not contain the origin. /C can be identified with the radial projection from 
X to this simplex. Then /Ca is given by 

m 

/Ca= 2: (-I)ia(Xj. 
j~O 

It is easy to check that /Coa=o/Ca. 
Since the maps bsd, /C and tare G-equivariant, we obtain the follow

ing commutative diagram: 

bsd 
S~(G)/G )S~(G)/G 

~ /' 
Q~(G)/G • 

Since bsd is a chain equivalence, this commutative diagram implies the 
following proposition. 

Proposition (6.1). The chain map t: Q~(G)/G~S~(G)/G induces a 
surjective map in homology. 

For the normalized singular cubic complex Q~(BG)=Q~(G)/G, we 
formulate several operations which are used later. As we explained 
before, a singular m-cube Q of G = Diff;(Rn) corresponds to a C' -foliated 
Rn-product over [O,Ir. The support of Q is defined to be the support 
of this foliated product. 

1:0. the singular cubic homology theory, homotopies are written easily. 
We will use the following homotopies. 

Conjugations. Let,y: [0, l]~G=Diff;(Rn) be a map such that ,yeO) 
=id. For a singular m-cube Q: [0, I]m~G, define 
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by C"Q(t, s)=t(s)Q(t). C"Q gives a homotopy between Q and t(l)Q. 
It is easy to see that Supp (t(1 )Q) = t(1 )(Supp (Q». If Q is smooth and 
t(l) is a C=-diffeomorphism with compact support, t(l)Q is also smooth. 
The action of t(l) on the left induces a chain map t(1): Q~(BG)~ 
Q~(BG) and C" gives a chain homotopy C" between the identity and t(l); 

aC"Q+c"aQ=Q-t(1)Q· 

For, we have aic"Q=c"aiQ(i=I, ... ,m) and am+1c"Q=Q-t(1)Q. 
Hence we have 

aC"Q=c"aQ+( -l)m+l(Q-t(1)Q). 

We put C"Q=( _1)m+1C"Q. 

Subdivisions. A natural subdivision for the singular simplicial homol
ogy theory is the barycentric subdivision. For the singular cubic homol
ogy theory, a natural subdivision is obtained by cutting along hyperplanes 
parallel to the coordinate hyperplanes. 

Let N be a positive integer. Let T(i" ... ,im ) denote the translation by 
(ilO .•. , im) E zm; 

Let a(N): [0, N]m~[o, l]m be the homothety by liN. For Q: [0, 11m~G, 
define the N-subdivision seN) Q of Q by 

Let b(N): [0, Nr~[O, l]m be the map given by 

b(N)(tl' .. " tm) = (min {tlO I}, .. " min {tm' I}). 

Note that 

The [maps a(N) and beN) are homotopic. For, there is a homotopy 
A(N): [0, N]m X [0, 1]~[0, l]m given by 

A(N)(t, s) = (l-s)b(N)(t) +sa(N)(t). 

Now define S(N): Q:"(G)~Q:"+/G) by 
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where f(ib ••• ,imit, S)=«(i1, ••• ,im )(t), s). Then 

a;S(N)Q=S(N)aiQ (i = 1, ... , m) and 

am+1S(N)Q= Q-s(N)Qin Q~(G). 

Thus we have 

By putting S(N)Q = (_I)m+IS(N)Q, we have a chain homotopy seN) 
between seN) and the identity; 

This chain homotopy is G-equivariant. Hence seN) and seN) are well
defined in Q~(G)/G. 

Partitions. The following homotopy is similar to those in Banyaga 
[2] and Mather [22] (see also § 11). Let K j (j = 1, ... , N) be compact 
subsets of R" such that Int Ki n Int K j = ¢l(i =1= j). Let Q be a singular 
m-cube written as Uf=l Q(J)' where Q(J): [0, l]m_G=Diff~(R"), Q(j)(O) 
=id and Supp(§'Qw)cKj (j=I, ... ,N), where §'Q(J) denotes the Cr_ 
foliated R"-product corresponding to Q(j). Let bj : [0, N]_[O, 1] be the 
map given by 

{
o [t]<j-l 

bj(t)= t-[t], [t]=~-1 

1, [t]>;-l. 

Let Wj: [0, N]m_[o, l]m be the map defined by 

wj(tl> ... , tm)=(btCtl), ... , btCtm», 

(i = 1, ... , m). Note that 

b(N)(tl> ... , tm)=(bl(tl), ... , bl(tm». 

The map Wj is homotopic to beN). For, there is a homotopy Wj: [0, N]'"' 
X [0, 1]_[0, l]m given by 

Wj(t, s)=(I-s)b(N)(t)+swj (t). 

Now consider Uf=l Q(j)wj • If Q=Uf=1 Q(j) is smooth, then Uf=l Q(j)wj 

is smooth except along the meN -1) hypersurfaces where tt = j (i = 1, ... , 
m;j=l, ... , N-l). This is homotopic to Uf=l Q(J)b(N). Note that 
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in Q'm(G)/G. Put 

PQ= 2: (U Q(J)WJ)'t'(t1 , ••• ,tm ) and 
O:>i,,···,im;:>N -1 j~1 

PQ= 2: (6 Q(j) WJ)f(i" ... ,im)' 
O:>i" ... ,im;:>N -1 j=1 

where f(il, ... ,im)(t, S)=('t'(il, ... ,im,(t), s). We call pQ the partition of Q. 
pQ is a sum of Nm cubes. If Q is smooth, pQ as well as PQ is a sum of 
smooth cubes. Put pQ = 2:f";l Q (i); then pQ is contained in pQ as 

Put pQ = pQ + rQ. The support of the holonomy of the foliated product 
corresponding to 

(0 Q(j) WJ)'t'(i1, ... ,im) 
]=1 

in the direction of ez lies in K tl +1• Thus rQ is a sum of m-cubes which 
are "decomposable". 

Let Q~(BDiffKl, ... ,KiRn» be the normalized complex generated by 
the foliated Rn-products /F Q such that Q = Uf=l Q(J)' where Qw : [0, l]m 
~Diff~(Rn), Q(J)(O)=id and Supp (/F Q",)cK,. The partition p is a chain 
map from Q~(BDiffKl, ... ,KiRn» to Q~(BDiff~(Rn». Since the homotopy 
P commutes with the face operators, we have a chain homotopy P between 
the natural map 

and the partition p; 

aPQ+paQ=Q-pQ. 

Note that, by the definition of P, the chain PQ 'depends' only on Q and 
pQ. 

For cubes of dimensions one and two, pQ is written as follows. 

N N 

For Q=U Q(i): [0, l]~G, pQ=pQ= E Q(i). 
i=l i=l 
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Here for u1, u2: [0, 1]~G satisfying Int Supp (~ai) n Int Supp (~a.)=ifJ, 
<11 X u2: [0, 1]2~G is defined by (U1 X u2)(tl> t2) = Ul(tl)Ul(0)-IU2(t2)U2(0)-I. 

§ 7. A cubic complex Q 

Let G be a topological group. In this section we define a cubic com
plex Q~(G)/G which we use later. 

Q*(G). Let e1, e2, ... be the standard basis of R~. For positive 
integers. jl> ... ,jm with jl < ... <jm, let QUI> ... ,jm) denote the cube 
spanned by eh , .. " ej.... Let Q(h, ... ,jm)(G) denote the free abelian group 
whose basis is the set of maps from QUI> , .. ,jm) to G. We have the face 
maps 

OJ.: Q(j"''',Jm)(G)~Q(j" ... ,;;''''',JmlG) 

given by ohQ=F~.Q-F}.Q provided thatjk E UI> .. ·,jm}' Here, 

/'... 

Fj.Q(th , "', th , "', tjm)=Q(th , "', t jk _i , e, f jHi, "', f j"). 

Put 

Qm(G)= EB Q(j" ... ,J .. )(G). 
11<· .. <J .. 

We define the boundary a: Qm(G)~Qm-l(G) by 

a= L: (-I)koj •. 

Then we have a2=0 and Q*(G)=EBQm(G) becomes a chain complex. 
For j ~ UI> .. ·,jm}' say j!<j<j!+1> we define the degenerate cube DjQ by 

We obtain the subcomplex DQ*(G) of degenerate chains and we can 
define the normalization Q~(G) by Q~(G)=Q*(G)/DQ*(G). We have a 
chain map ifJ: Q~(G)~Q~(G) induced from the map [0, l]m~QU1> ... ,jm) 
which sends (flO •• " tm) to L:r~l fte ji' Since the face operators are G
equivariant, we obtain Q~(BG)=Q~(G)/G. We also have the smooth 
version Q,*'(BG)=Q,*'(G)/G. 

Partial subdivisions. In Q~(G)/G, we have the following partial 
subdivision. Let el> .. " em be the standard. basis of Rm( cR~). For 
k= 1, .. " m, define al:N ): [0, 1]1'-1 X [0, N] X [0, l]m-k~[O, 1]11£ by 
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For Q: [0, l]m---+G, put 

ait)(t, t', t")=(t, t'/N, til). 

N-l 
S(N)Q- "" Qa(N)~ 

k -L-J k f.iek' 
i=O 
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where "iek is the translation by ie/c. Let bkN): [0, 1]/C-IX[O, N]X[O, l]m-k 
---+[0, l]m be the map defined by 

b(N)(t t' til) = (t min {t' I} til) 
k " , ". 

Let AN): ([0, l]k- 1 X[0,N]X[0, l]m-k)X[O, 1]---+[0, l]m be the homotopy 
between aiN) and biN) defined by 

Put 
N-l 

S-(N)Q- "" QA(N)~ k - ~ ""iek' 
i=O 

Then we have 

aiSiN)Q=SiN)aiQ (i = 1, .. " m; i =/=k) 

akSiN)Q=O and am+1SiN)Q=Q-siN)Q in Q:"(G), 

where we consider Q as an element of Q(!,2, ... ,mlG) (cQm(G) and s~) 
and SiN) are maps from Qm(G) to Q:"(G) and to Q:"+I(G), respectively. 
We obtain SiN) such that 

aSiN)Q+Slt)3Q = Q-slcN)Q 

SiN)a"Q=o. 

In order to deduce the implication of our construction given in the 
next section, it is easier to work with Q~(G)/G= Q~(BG) than with 
Q~(G)/G=Q~(BG). We have the following proposition which tells us the 
triviality of the homology of BG. We look at the chain maps 1>: Q~(G)/G 
---+Q~(G)/G and t: Q~(G)/G---+S~(G)/G. 

Proposition (7.1). Suppose that 

is the zero map for i = 1, .. " m. Then, 

for i = 1, .. " m. 
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Proposition (7.1) follows from Proposition (6.1) and the following 
lemma. 

Lemma (7.2). Suppose that 

(UP)i: Hi(Q~(G)/G)-+Hi(S~(G)/G) 

is the zero map for i = 1, ... , m. Then, 

is the zero map for i = 1, ... , m. 

To prove this lemma, we look at those singular cubes which are 
invariant under the reflection with respect to the hyperplane {ti =tt+l}C 
[0, l]m+l (i = 1, ... , m). Let Q be a singular m-cube of G. For i = 1, 
... , m, define l7iQ: [0, l]m+I-+G by 

Note that ,l7iQ=O in S~(G). We have the following formula in Q~(G): 

j17i-10jQ (l<j<i) 

0PiQ= Q (j=i, i +1) 

l7 i oj-lQ (i+I<j<m). 

Then we have the following formulae for 0lI-l7i oi ): 

For j<i, 

For j=i, 

For j=i+l, 

For j>i+I, 

OJ(I-l7ioi)=O, - 17i-10jOi =(1-17 i-I0i -1)Oj. 

oll-l7ioi )=oi -ai =0. 

Oi+I(I-l7iOi)=Oi+l-Oi =(I-l7i Oi)(Oi+I-oi). 

oj(I. -l7io;)=Oj -l7ioj _ IOt =(I-l7ioi)o j. 

Put B j =(I-17 .f-Ioj-!)· .. (1-17101) (j = 1, ... , m). (BI is understood 
to be 1.) Then we have 

OiBj=O (i=I, ... ,j-l) and 

(-I)jOjBj=Bj-I(1;t (-:-I)loz) (Bo= 1). 

The latter is obtained by an induction on j. It holds for j = 1. First we 
note that 
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(-I)JoJBj=« -1)JoJ +( -1)J-loJ_I)Bj-! 

=(I-17,_loj_I)« -1)Joj +( -1)J-loj_I)Bj-!. 

=(1-17,-10,-1)( -1)jojBj. 

We have 

(-I)jojBj =« -1)Joj +( -1)J-loj-l)Bj-1 

=B,_I( -l)jo,+( -1)J-loj-lBj_1 

=Bj-!( -1)'oJ +(I-17 j _ zo j _ z)( -1)J-loj-!Bj-1 
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Proof of Lemma (7.2). By the assumption of Lemma (7.2), we have 
a chain homotopy A between up: Q~(G)/G~S~(G)/G and 0 in dimensions 
between 1 and m. 

We write A I Q(j" ... ,jt) by Ail ... jt • We construct a chain homotopy D 
between t: Q~(G)/G~S~(G)/G and 0 by ming A. 

The chain homotopy is given by Dj=Alz ... jBj (j=l, ··.,m). In fact, 
for Q e Q~(G)/G, by using the above formulae on B j, we have 

=tBjQ=tQ. 

Here, in order to apply A I ... j, we identify Q~(G)/G with Q~I •.... j)(G)/G. 
Therefore, t induces the zero map in homology in dimensions between 1 
andm. 
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Proposition (7.3). Let U be a bounded open ball in Rn. Let (fi denote 
the composition 

Suppose that l(fi,: H,(Q~(BDiffu(Rn»)---+Hi(S~(BDiff;(Rn))) is the zero 
map for i=l, "', m. Then 

for i = 1, .. " m. 

Proof Since (l(fi), is the zero map for- i = 1, .. " m, the proof of 
Lemma (7.2) implies that 

is the zero map (i = 1, .. " m). On the other hand, " factors through 
H,(S~(BDiffu(Rn»); 

Hi(Q~(BDiffu(Rn»)~H,(S~(BDiffu(Rn))) 

- ~ L 
Ht(S~(BDiff~(Rn»). 

Since l, is surjective by Proposition (6.1) and Hi(S~(BDiffu(Rn»)---+ 

H,(S~(BDiff;(Rn») is an isomorphism by Proposition (4.1), " is surjective. 
Thus H,(S~(BDiff;(Rn»)~H,(BDiff;(Rn); Z)=O for i= 1, .. " m. 

Let Q*.m(G) be the subcomplex of Q*(G) given by 

Q'.m(G)= E8 Q(J, ..... j')(G). 
l:;'i1<···<iI:;'m 

We also have its normalization Q~.m(G) and Q~.m(BG)=Q~.m(G)/G. It 
would be convenient to consider the restriction (fi.m of (fi to Q~.m(BDiffU(Rn». 
Since the proof of Lemma (7.2) as well as that of Proposition (7.3) uses 
the existence of a chain homotopy defined on this subcomplex Q~.m(G)/G, 
we have the following proposition. 

Proposition (7.4). Suppose that 

is the zero map for i = 1, .. " m. Then H,(BDiff;(Rn); Z)=O for i = 1, 
···,m. 
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§ 8. A construction 

In this section, first we consider the I-dimensional chairis and show 
how our construction works. Using this construction, we prove a theo
rem of Mather [21] (Theorem (8.1». 

We take the homomorphism. ifJ: (Z+ * z+)n~Diff:(Rn) with an open 
ball U which we constructed in Section 5. Let B={,8} denote the generat-

2ft 

ing set of the subsemigroup * Z+ which is given at the end of Section 5. 
Suppose that we have a smooth path Q: [0, l]~G which has support in 
U; Supp (FQ)c U. Let s denote the 2n-subdivision. The subdivision sQ 
is a sum of 2n paths (I-simplices) which are naturally ordered; hence by 
giving an arbitrary order to B, we can index the paths (I-simplices) of sQ 
using Jj as the index set; 

The simplex ifJ(,8)(1)sftQ has support in ifJ([3)(1)(U). We subdivide it again; 

sifJ([3(1»(I)S Jl(I)Q = 1: s Jl (2) ifJ([3(l »(1) SJl(!)Q. 
P(2)EB 

Then we have ifJ([3(2»(I)SJl(2)ifJ(f3(I»(I)SJl(!)Q which has support in 
ifJ([3(2)[3(1» (1) (U). Inductively, we obtain a path 

QJl(lc)"'Jl(!) ~ ifJ(f3(k»(1)s Jl(k)' .. ifJ([3(1» (I)S Jl(!)Q 

which has support in ifJ(f3(k) . .. [3(l»(I)(U). Now put 

If r -I <n, we can take a sufficiently small positive real number e in 
Section 5 so that IQ is a path in Diff~(Rn). For, for [3 E B, we have 

where I Q I denotes the CT -norm IF Q I of the foliated product F Q over [0, 1] 
corresponding to Q. By Lemmas (5.1) and (5.2), 

lifJ([3)(I)sJlQI«2+eY-12- n I QI· 

Hence, if r-I <n, then for sufficiently sm.all e, we have 

We have the following formulae for IQ. 
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Figure (8.1) 

Figure (8.2) 
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sIQ= L: slQ, 
~EB 

if)(fi)(I)SlQ= U Q. ([3 e B), 
.E~A 

IQ=QU(U (U Q.». 
PEB lEPA 

If we take the partition p with respect to the compact sets Ko = CI U, 
K,q=if)([3)(I)([ -1, l]n) ([3 e B), we have 

pIQ=Q+ L: if)([3)(I)slQ. 
PEB 

Thus we have 

Since every I-cycle of BDiff~(Rn) is homologous to a sum of smooth 
I-cycles with support in U (proposition (4.1», we have proved the follow
ing theorem which has been obtained by Mather [21] in a little different 
way. 

Now we consider a similar construction for m-dimensional chains. 
Here, it seems better to work with the cubic homology. We take if) with 

2[n/m] 

U in Section 5 again. Let Al X ... X Am, Ai::; * Z+(i= 1, "', m) 
denote the subsemigroup of (Z+ * z+)n given at the end of Section 5. Let 
Bi = {[3i} denote the generating set of Ai (i = 1, .. " m). Let Q: [0, I]m~ 
G be a smooth singular m-cube which has support in U. Here the sup
port of Q is the support of the foliated Rn-product :F Q' Let s denote the 
2[n/mLsubdivision. Since sQ is a sum of (2[n/m])", cubes which are lexicog
raphically ordered, these cubes are indexed by Bl X ... X B",; 

As before, we make if)(fil' •• " [3",)(1) operate on s P""PmQ and subdivide the 
resulted cube. We repeat this procedure and obtain an m-cube 

Q P,(k) ••• h(l) ••• p,.(k)··· ~m(l) 
=if)([3l(k), ... , f3",(k»(I)s{l'(k)"'~m(k)' .. if)([3l(1), .. " [3",(l»(1)sp,(I)"'Pm(I)Q 

which has support in if)(fil(k) . .. [31(1), .• " [3",(k) . .. f3",(1»(1)(U). Put 
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where I denotes the word length. We have 

ISp, ... p",QI ~2-[nlm]1 QI, 

and by Lemmas (5.1) and (5.2), 

IWeBI , • ", .8711yl)sp, ... p",QI~(2+ey-12-[nlm]IQI. 

Hence for sufficiently small e, 

IQl' ... lml~O as I(J.I)~··· =/(Am)~oo 

provided r-l < [n/m]. Thus, if r -I < [n/m] , 112 ... mQ is a singular m-cube 
of Diff~(Rn). 

We have the following formulae for112 ••• m Q. 

sII2 ... mQ= 2: spp"P,/12 ... mQ, 
(P,,···,Pm)EB,X···XB.. . 

W(.B\> .. ;,.8m)(1)sp, ... p",II2 ... mQ=· U Q.,l •... l"" 
l,Ep,A, (i=l,.·.,m), !(l,)=··.=!(l .. ) 

Unfortunately we cannot conclude that Hm(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O directly 
from these formulae. For, Q~II2 ... mQ is not a chain map. We can, 
however, prove the following theorem. 

Theorem (8.2). LetQ=(1IX," X(1m: [0, l]m~Diff~(Rn) be the map 
given by 

«(11 X ... X (1m)(t\> .. " tm)=(1ltl)(1I(O)-I . .. (1m(tm)(1m(Ot\ 

where (1i: [0, l]~Diff~(Rn) (i= 1, .. " m) satisfy 

Int Supp (§".J n Int Supp (§"'j)=</> (i -=/=j). 

Then Q is an m-cycle of BDiff~(Rn) and, ifr -I < [n/m], Q is homologous 
to zero. 

Proof We prove the theorem by an induction on m. The case 
when m = 1 is true by Theorem (8.1). Suppose that the cycles of the form 
(11 X . 0 • X (1j (1 <j <m) are homologous to zero in BDiff~(Rn). We may 
assume that §"., (i= I, .. " m) has support in U. Since sQ is a sum of 
cubes which are of the form (11 X . 0 • X (1m' 112 ... mQ is an m-cycle. We 
take the partitionp with respect to the compact sets Ko=CI U, Kppoop",= 
W(.BI' .. " .8m)(I)([ -1, I]n) «.8\> •• " .8m) E BI X ... X Bm). Note that these 
compact sets are closed baIlso Then we have 
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Here :6' is a sum of the cubes of the form WI X W 2, where WI and W 2 are of 
the form 0'1 X ... X O'J with 1 ~J <m and Supp (ffw,) and Supp (ffw,) are 
contained in the unions of sets belonging to {U} U {Kp, ••• pm, «(31> ••• , (3m) E 

BI X ... X Bm} which are disjoint. By the formula above, we have 

=Q+I:'. 

Since r-I < [nlm] and [nlm]~[nlj] for j with 1 ~j <m, by the induction 
hypothesis, the cubes of the form WI X W z in :6' are homologous to zero. 
Thus Q is homologous to zero. 

We will show that tip.m: Q~.m(B Diff;;'(Rn»-+S~(BDiff~(Rn» given in 
Section 7 induces the trivial map in homology of low dimensions. Then, 
by Proposition (7.4), we conclude that the homology of BDiff~(Rn) is 
trivial in the corresponding dimensions. In the next section we consider 
the 2-dimensional case. 

§ 9. The second homology of BIS-iff;(Rn) (1 <r<[nI2]) 

In this section, we show the first part of our main theorem; 

for l~r<[nI2]. 

Let ([J: (Z+ * z+)n-+PDiff:(Rn) and U be those given in Section 5. 
2[n/2J 

Let Al X Az (Ai ~ * Z+; i = 1,2) denote the subsemigroup which is also 
given in Section 5. Let G and Gu denote Diff;(Rn) and Diff;;'(Rn), re-

spectively. We will construct a map A: Q~.2(BDiff;;'(Rn»)-+Q~(BDiff~(Rn») 
such that ip=aA+A3 (in dimensions 1 and 2); 

Then, by applying Proposition (7.4) to tip, Hi(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O for 
i=I,2. 

Let Aj (j = 1,2) and AI2 denote A I Q~j)(BGu) and A I Q~I.2)(BGu), 
respectively. We would like to use 112Q given in Section 8 in order to 
construct AI> A2 and A12 such that ip=aA 12 +A2{ -al)+AI( +az). 
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Let Q: [0, 1]2-+G=Diff;(Rn) be a smooth singular 2-cube which has 
support in U. We take I12Q given in Section 8. This I12Q has support in 

K=CI U ~(A\, A2)(\)(U), 
10,)=10.) 

Hence, o\I\2Q and oJ12Q also have support in K. We are going to 
construct a 2-cycle from II2Q. To make a 2-chain which bounds Oll2Q and 
OJI2Q, we consider a construction similar to that in Theorem (8.1). Note 
that IIit ~(AI' e)(\l(K) (AI e AI) are disjoint, so are Int ~(e, AJ(I)(K) (A2 e A2). 

Hence, for a I-simplex u which has support in K, we can construct /u by 
using the semigroup Al or ~. 

More preciSely, let u:[O, l]-+G be a smooth path such that 

We consider u as an element of Q~I)(BG)=Q~I)(G)IG. The I-simplices of 
the 2[n/2]-subdivision 8 l a of a e Q~I)(BG) are indexed by AI; 

Put 

sla= L:: ShU. 
P,EB. 

/la= U a~" ',EA, 

a~. = ~(f31(k), e) (I)S h(k)' •• ~(f3I(1» e)(I)sll,(1)a. 

For the C' -norm I I, we have 

Is ha I <2-["/2] I al· 

By Lemmas (5.1) and (5.2), we have the following estimate as before. 

Hence, by the assumption that r< [nI2], for sufficiently small e, Ila is a 
path in Diff;(R"). 

We need several partitions P to give a 2-chain which bounds a. Let 
Pf2 denote the partition with respect to the compact sets K and [0, 1]"_ 
Int (K). Let PI denote the partition with respect to the compact sets 

Put 
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we have 

Let Ala denote the chain in this parenthesis; 

pa=oAla. 

In the same way, by using A2, we define A2a for a e Q~2)(BG) with 
support in K; 

pa=oA2a. 

, Al and A2 are defined for elements of Q~l)(BG) and Q~2)(BG) with 
support in K, respectively. Hence AJ (j= 1,2) are defined on Q~J)(BGu) 
and they are, in fact, the desired maps 

We are going to construct A12 : Q~I.2)(BGu)--""Q~(BG) such that 

oA12 +Az( -ol)+AI( +o2)=9S. 

For Q: [0, l]z--,,"G with support in U, we have constructed two 2-
cycles pQ-A2( -ol)Q-AI( +oz)Q and pI12Q-Az( -ol)I12Q-AI( +oJI12Q 
(we are considering Q and 112Q as elements of Q~I.2)(BG)). Put 

t12Q= U (/)(fil' /32),I)Sp,p.Q. 
(P"P.)EB,XB. 

Then, we can see that 112Q = Q U 112t12Q. To construct A12, we will show 
that pII2Q-A2( -ol)II2Q-AI( +o2)Ii2Q is homologous to 

pt12112Q - A2( - 01)tI2112Q - Al + oz)t12112Q. 

On the other hand, we will see that pII2Q-Az( -ol)IlzQ-AI( +o2)IlzQ is 
homologous to the sum of pQ-Az( -ol)Q-AI( +oz)Q and 

ptlzI12Q-Az( -ol)tlzllzQ-AI( +oz)tlzllzQ· 

These imply that pQ-Az( -ol)Q-AI( +oz)Q is homologous to zero. 
Therefore, there exists Alz. 
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Before verifying these, we give here a list of partitions p with respect 
to several finite families of compact sets {Ki}' 

P~2: K,=CI U, K2=CI U IP(A"A2)(1)(U) (~[-1, l]n-u). 
(1"'2)*(e,e) 

p~: K,=CI U lP(e,A 2)(1)(U), 
hEA2 

K2=CI U IP(A" A2)<')(U) (~ U 1P«(3" e)<')([ -1, W))· 
Al=Fe f31EBl 

p~: K,=CI U IP(AI' e)<I)(U), 
hEAl 

K2=CI U IP(A" A2)<')(U) (~ U lP(e, (32)<1)([ -1, W)). 
'2*e fi2EB2 

pt2: K,(=K)=CI U IP(A" A2)<')(U), 
1(,,)=1(12) 

K2=CI U IP(AI' A2)<1)(U). 
1(,,)*1('2) 

Mi,: K 1(=K1)=CI U IP(AlO A2)(I)(U), 
1(1,)=1(12)+1 

K2=CI U IP(AJ> A2)(1)(U). 
1(1,)*1(12) +1 

PI: Kp,=CI U IP(A" A2)(1)(U) (~IP«(3I' e)<')([-l, l]n)) 
Al E PIA!, i/2 E A2 

«(31 E B,), 

P2: Kp.=CI U IP(AJ> A2)(1)(U) (~IP(e, (32)(1)([ -1, W)) 
Al E AI,.12 E f32Az 

Let Q: [0, 1]2-+G be a smooth singular 2-cube which has support in 
U. We consider Q as an element of Q;1,2lBGu); then we have its partial 
subdivisions (§ 7). Put 

SIQ = .z::; sp,Q and t1Q= U 1P«(3J> e)(1)sp.Q. 
filEB, fi,EB, 

We also have 

Then we have 

and put 

Note that 
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SPIP2Q=SP2SPIQ=SfitSP2Q and 

i!J(/3I' /32)<I)spIP2Q=i!J(e, /32)(1)Sp2i!J(/3l> e)(1)spIQ· 

We consider a 2-cycle which is obtained from 112t1Q. For a path 
a: [0, I ]-+G with support in 

KI=CI U i!J(Al> A2)(1)(U) = U i!J(/3l> e)(K), 
1(1,)=1«2)+1 P,EB, 

we define Aia and A~a by using Al and Az in such a way as we defined Al 
and A 2, respectively; 

ifJa=oAia and ifJa=oA~a. 

We are going to show that ifJII2Q-A2( -ol)II2Q-AI( +(2)II2Q is 
homologous to ifJII2t1Q-A~( -OI)I12t1Q-Ai( +(2)I12t1Q. We have to com.
pare Al with Ai and A2 with A~. This comparison is done as follows. 

Let a: [0, 1]-+G=Diff~(Rn) be a smooth path with support in K. 
For a, we note the following ladder (we are assuming that r<[nI2]). In 
this diagram (Diagram (9.1)), we consider a as an element of Q~l)(BG). 
I 1a, tla and Iltla are also considered as elements of Q~l)(BG). Here, for 

X, Ye Q~l)(G)/G, X~Ymeans ifJ(X-Y)=oZ; CP1 stands for C"'(Pt.e). 
First, note that Al is obtained by using the first three arrows of the 

first column and the first row. Similarly, using the second row and the 
three subsequent arrows of the first column, we obtain A~ such that 

We also have Af such that 

We observe that Ai satisfying 

is also defined in this way. Here, in fact, Ai is defined for any element 
of Q~l)(BG) with support in KI( = U MBI i!J(/3l> e)(1)(K)). 

Secondly, the boundary of each rectangle is the boundary of some 
3-chain: 

SI(1-pf2)Ila-PMI-sI)Ila=o(Pf2SJ,a+Brf2SJla), 

L: Cpl(1-Pf2)sp/la-Pf2sJla+PfipJltla=o( - L: Cp,Pf2sp/la), 

- p ,(1-pmI,f,a+Pfi(1-PI)Ilf,a = o(PIPfiI,tla + Br,P fill tla). 
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p.I,t,11 

-P.I1t,11 

NiI,t,11 
------------------.... • .. p~iI,t,l1=t,I1+I,tul1 

S.1ltll1 

Pf,'s.1,tll1 
-----------------........... P~is.1lt,l1=s,t,l1+s,I,tul1 s.1lt,11 

I E C"'h1,',. 

p,I,.tul1 

I-p,!" .. · 
. [,tul1 

Diagram (9.1) 
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Here, BrIPtiJltl(J is a 3-chain bounding rlPtiIltl(J obtained by Theorem 
(8.1) (or (8.2)); rtzSIII(J is a sum of 2-cycles satisfying the condition of 
Theorem (8.2) and BrtzSJI(J denotes the 3-chain bounding rtzSJI(J given 
by Theorem (8.2). 

The part lower than Iltl(J of the first column is a summand of the 
whole second column. Hence the following 2-cycles are homologous to 
zero by the three formulae above. 

SI(J-AI(J+Afsl(J= -a(PtzSJI(J+Brt2S II I(J), 

L: Cp,sp,(J-Afsl(J+Afpltl(J='= -a( - L: Cp,Ft~p,II(J), 
-Pltl(J-Afpltl(J+A~tl(J= -a(PIPtilltl(J+BrIPtilltl(J). 

By using Az we also obtain a similar ladder for (J e Q(2iBG) with 
support in K, and we have A 2, A~, Af, etc., satisfying similar formulae. If 
(J( e Q(2)(BG)) has support in KI instead of K, we use Fti instead of Ptz 
and we define A~, A~', A~P (by using A2). Note that we have 

Now for the 2-cycle ¢JII2Q-A2{ -al)II2Q-AI( +a2)II2Q, using the 
above formulae, we have the following diagram (Diagram (9.2)). 

Here, the chain in the parenthesis { } at the third arrow is obtained 
by looking at the expression 

(PI +Brl)A~( -al)II2tIQ. 

This expression does not make sense. For, A~( -al)II2tIQ has the term 
C phl2( -al)IlztIQ. The support of this term contains [-1, l]n and is 
not contained in UP'EB, K p, (nor in UMB, ({)({31' e)(l)([ -1, l]n)). Hence 
we cannot apply the homotopy PI to this term. 

However, by changing the order of PI and Cp• in this expression, we 
obtain the above parenthesis which gives the desired boundary. (See also 
Diagrams .(9.4)-(9.7).) 

By Diagram (9.2), ¢JII2Q-Az(-al)IlzQ-AI(+az)IlzQ is homologous 
to ¢JI'2t,Q-A~( -a,)II2t,Q-A~( +az)I'2t,Q. In a similar way, ¢JI'2t,Q
A~(-a,)IlztIQ-A~( +az)I,zt,Q is homologous to ¢JI'2t'zQ-A2( -a,)I,zt'2Q

A,( +a2)I'2t'2Q. 
On the other hand, we have the following diagram (Diagram (9.3)). 

To obtain this diagram, we apply the partitions pfz, pf and p~ to I,zQ, 
A2( -al)II2Q and Al( +a2)I,zQ, respectively. Note that, to obtain the 
correct 3-chains, we have to change the order of P~ and C p., or P~ and 
Cp, as in Diagram (9.2). Since p~za2I'2Q=p~azllzQ, we see that p~a2112Q= 
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·SJ12Q 

-(Pf2+Br~)Sll( +(2)112Q 

I: Cp,Sp,l12Q 
- I: Cp,A2( -O,)Sp,l12Q 

+ I: Cp,Pf2Sp,ll( +(2)1'2Q 

-(PI + Br,)ft2tIQ 
+ {(PI + Br,)« -Pfi+S2)12(-o,)I'2t,Q-P.I2( -o,)I'2t'2Q) 

+ I: Cp,P,SP'!2( -o,)1'2t,Q} 
- (PI + Br,)Pfill + (2)1'2 t,Q 

pl'2t,Q-A~( -o,)1'2t,Q-A:( +(2)1'2t,Q 

Diagram (9.2) 

p;rlz/12Q. We also have Pf20l12Q=PfolI2Q. (See also Diagrams (9.4)
(9.7).) 

By Diagrams (9.2) and (9.3), cfoQ-A2{-OI)Q-A1{ +(2)Q is homolo
gous to zero. By Proposition (7.4), this completes the proof of 

for 1 <r<[n/2]. 

In order to treat the homology groups of higher dimensions of 
BDiff~{Rn) in the next section, we devote the rest of this section to 
examining the construction of 3-chains in the above proof. 

The 3-chain used in this proof is constructed from Diagram (9.4) 
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(pr2+ Brr2)II,Q 
+(pr+Brr)((Pf2-S2)I2( -81)II,Q+P212( -81)II2t,Q) 
+ L: Cp,prsp,!2(-81)I12Q 
+(PHBrg)((N2-SI)II( +82)II2Q+PlI( + 82)II2tIQ) 
+L: cp,PgSp/I( + 82)II,Q 

ifJprJI2Q-A2( -81)pr2II2Q-Al +8,)pi2II,Q 
=ifJQ-A2(-81)Q-AI( +8,)Q 

+ifJ1I.tI2Q- A2( -81)II,tI2Q- AI( + 82)II2tI2Q· 

Diagram (9.3) 
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which describes the face relations. Note again that Pf2a2I12Q=p~a2I12Q 
and Pf,aJ12Q=PfaJ12Q. Diagram (9.4) represents the 3-chain which 
bounds 

(.p-A2( -a1)-Al( +a2»pfJ12Q-(.p-A2( -a1)-A1( +a2»I12t12Q 

=(.p-Ai -a1)-A1( +a2»Q· 

For each face of Diagram (9.4), we have a 3-chain bounding the 
2-cycle on its boundary. Thus the upper half of the front faces of 
Diagram (9.4) corresponds to Diagram (9.2), and the three top faces of 
Diagram (9.4) correspond to Diagram (9.3). 

The 3-chains corresponding to the faces with (*) in Diagram (9.4) 
are obtained easily. These are the top face and the three front faces of 
Diagram (9.5). In Diagram (9.5), we do not write the orientations of 
edges. The face relations such as 

are written in Diagram (9.5) modulo the terms such as rr2112Q, rr,Sla2I1,Q, 
etc. For, these terms are 2-cycles homologous to zero by Theorem (8.1) 
or (8.2). To check this diagram, note that we have rJ!(/31)(1) pr2 = PgrJ!(/31)<1) 
by the definition of pr2 and pri, and .L: PgrJ!(/31)(1)alSpl~2Q=plpriaJ12tlQ. 
Note also that Diagram (9.5) consists of the faces of 4-chains pr2SJ1,Q, 
.L: Cp,pr2Sp/12Q and P1PfiI12t1Q modulo the terms containing r. 
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A2-plo,I12Q pl,l12Q p;o,I12Q 

/< Pl. 
(*) X P; 

A,---O,I12Q 112Q 02112Q A, 

~ (*) S'1 
A2 --O,S,I12Q s,II2Q 02S,II2Q Af 

I: Cp'l (*) I: C~'l 
Al--o,P,I12t,Q P,I12t,Q--O,p,J"tIQ Af 

p,f (*) p,f 
A~---O,I12t,Q 112t,Q o2112t,Q A\ 

S'l ~ 
Ai Al'--o,s,l12t,Q s2112t,Q--o.s,l12t,Q 

I: C~,! I: C~'l 
AlP--o,p,l12t12Q p,I"t12Q-02P,I12t12Q A, 

P2l P2f 
A2 ---O,I12t12Q 112t12Q---O,J"t12Q AI 

Diagram (9.4) 

The 3-chains corresponding to the faces in the upper half of Diagram 
(9.4) which contain Au Af, Af and az (the faces on the right of (*» are 
obtained from Diagram (9.6) by substituting azI,zQ for Q. Note again 
that the face relations are written up to the terms such as r~2Sl,Q, 
r,PtiI,t,Q. The front faces of Diagram (9.6) are the faces of Diagram 
(9.1). Diagram (9.6) is obtained from Diagram (9.1) by taking the prod
uct with "the edge Pf'. Note that, to represent 3-chains, we are writing 
the symbols C fJ,' P" P~, Pfz, S, in this order. Thus the 3-chain corre
sponding to the top face in Diagram (9.4), bounding p~a2I,zQ-A,azI,zQ+ 
A,p~a2112Q is given by the top face and the faces on the left-hand side of 
Diagram (9.6). The 3-chains corresponding to the other three faces con
taining a2 are obtained from the front faces of Diagram (9.6) (as are writ
ten down after Diagram (9.1». Note that Diagram (9.6) consists of the 
faces of the .:i-chains P~N2S,I,Q, I: CfJlP~N2SfJJ,Q and P,P~NiI,t,Q 
modulo the terms containing r. 

On the other hand, the 3-chains corresponding to the faces in the 
upper half of Diagram (9.4) containing A2 , A~ and a, (the faces on the left 
of (*» are obtained from Diagram (9.7). Diagram (9.7) is obtained from 
A 2a,sl12Q by taking the product with the edges I: Ch and PI" Here note 
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that (P(f31)(1)C~,=C~/b{fil)(1) by Remark (5.3). The 3-chain corresponding 
to the top face in Diagram (9.4) bounding p~al12Q-AlV12Q+A2p~al12Q 

P1,i).r,,~ 
p12112Q 

P121,zQ Pl,ozl12Q 

I 
1,.Q 

0 P1ZSJ12Q pl,S,o,I12Q 

0 P12S,o.I12Q 

0 S,I12Q S,ozl12Q 

...I---------p12sJ12Q-----l-------7! 

Plzs,I12Q 

1<'-------i

1

i-----SJ12Q--------+'" 

L: Cp.p1Z0,SpJ12Q 

I 
L: Cp,Pf,o,SpJ12Q 

I: Cp,p1,sp,o.I;2Q 
. . I,' 
L; CpiP f,sp,o;112<4 
j 

L: Cph,8z112Q 

..-I---------p, pgl12t, Q--I--------:>I 

p,Pf~l12t,Q 

~----j_I--PJ12t'Q-------+"" 

P,pgOJ12t,Q 

p,PlioJ12t,Q 

P,OJ12t,Q 

P,pgo2112t,Q 

P,Pgo2112t,Q 

.J---------pfil,2t,Q--·I---------:~ 

Pfil12t,Q 

1.::..--------I12t,Qf---------...v 

Diagram (9.5) 
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is obtained as the product of A201S1112Q=A20/12Q and "the edge Pf'. 
These 3-chains containing 01 are faces of the diagram which is the product 

~~-----------------P;P~~Q'--------------~ 

P~I,Q. I P~N2I,Q P~pt21,Q 

r'------+I--N.I'Q'------~ 

p~S,I,Q p;Pd,sS,!,Q p~pt.s,I,Q 

P;pt.s,I,Q 

pt2S,I,Q 

..-!------------pWf2S,!'Q 

P;N,s,I,Q 

~--------"""';I-----Pf2S'I'Q----------------'" 

2:: C,.P~s,/,Q 2:: C,.P;Pf2S,/.Q 

2:: C,.p;S,.~Q 

2:: C,.s,.~Q 

..-!--------p, p;NiI,t, Q--I-------,01 

p.p;Nil,t,Q 

1'----------:I~-P,NiI.t,Q---------------I" 

P,p;I,t,Q 

P,P;I,t,Q 

P,l,t,Q 

P,p~pfiI,t,Q 

P,P~ptil,t,Q 

P,pfzl,t,Q 

.r-----------pWf.'I,t,Q--I---------.,,) 

P;Nil,t,Q 

"----------------Nil, t,Q,-----------------

Diagram (9.6) 
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of Diagram (9.7) and "the edge Pf'. Note again that, to represent 
3-chains, we are writing the symbols C pl, CpI' PI' P2 , Pt2 or Pti, SI or S2 in 
this order. 

P,s,l,iJ,ll2t,Q 

L: c"c"s,/.p,S'/I2Q 

L: c"p,s /.p,l"t,Q ' 

L: C"P,s"l.p,l"t,Q 

I: P,l.p,s,/"t,Q P,p,l.p,l"t"Q 

p,P,l,o,r.,t12Q t C"P'l.p'Sllllt,Q . 

r f n 1 P,P,l.p,r.,t"Q 

I: CPl.p,sl'~ P,l.p,l"t12Q 

P.r"'l"~ 
Diagram (9.7) 

Now we consider the third homology of BDiff~(R"). We have the 
2[,,/3] 

subsemigroup AIXA2XA3(Aj~ * Z+;j=I,2,3) of (Z+*Z+)" given 
in Section 5 and the construction of 112sQ for a 3-cube Q with support in 
U. We would like to use 1123Q to construct a map A: Q~.3(BGu)-+Q~(BG) 
such that <fo=oA+A8. As we did in this section, by using Aj (j=l, 2,3), 
we can define Aj =A I Q~j). We can also define Ailjs=A I Q~j,.jt)(BGu) 
(l5:.jl<j2<3) by using A"XAj•• Note that Aj or Aj,!s are defined for 
1- or 2-cubes with support in an appropriate compact subset of R" such 
as K. Then, as we constructed Diagram (9.4) in the second homology 
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case, we try to construct Diagram (9.8), which would imply the existence 
of A126=A I Q~I,2,S)(BG). 

a,l12,Q-A" a,I12,Q--A" a,II2,Q--AI2 

s, ~ IS, 
IS, 

s,l,,,Q O,S,!I2,Q--A23 o,s, ,,,Q--A:' a,s, ,,,Q--Al, 

I: C~I II:C~I II: C~I II: C~I 
p,ll2,t,Q o,p,l",t,Q--Al, o,p,I,,,t,Q--Af, O.p,l,,,t,Q--Af, 

'P, Ip, Ip, Ip, 
I,,,t,Q o,l",t,Q--Al, o,ll2,t,Q--Ak ' iI,I,,,t,Q--Al, 

s, Is, II , Is, 
s,l",t,Q iI,s,I",t,Q,--A:; O'S'!'23t,Q--A13 a,s,I,,,t,Q--Al: 

I:c~. II:C~. II:C~. )I: C~. 
p,II2,tI2Q o,p,I,,,t12Q--Ajf iI,p,ll2,t12Q--All GaPz 12stI2Q--AIf 

P, Ip, Ip, I~' 
1'23t12Q o,I,,,t12Q--Ag o,ll2,t12Q--All o,I'23tI2Q--All 

Sa Is, Is, II 
s,I",t"Q alS31123tI2Q--A~.t o,s,ll23tl2Q --A~' o,s,!, .. t12Q--A:l 

I:C~. II:C~. II:C" II:C" 
p,ll2,t123Q o,p,I,,,~,,Q--Ag' o,p,I,,,t,,,Q--. All' iI,p,I,,,t,,,Q-A12 

P, Ip, Ip, Ip, 
1l23t'2sQ o,!,,,tI23Q--A,, iI,I,,,t,,,Q--A13 iI,I128t12.Q-A12 

Diagram (9.8) 

As we used Diagram (9.1) in order to define AI, Af, Af, we try to use 
Diagram (9.9) in order to define Am Af2' Af2. Diagram (9.9) makes sense 
at least up to the terms containing r. For, Diagram (9.5) and Diagram 
(9.6) substituted (lz!12Q for Q are faces of 4-chains which match up modulo 
the terms containing r. The 4-chains we are looking for are those in 
Diagrams (9.5) and (9.6) with Pb P; replaced by Pt2s, Pffs. That is, the 
diagram consisting of Pt2sSl12Q, .E Cp,Pt2SSp/12Q and PIPtfsII2tIQ, and 
that consisting of Pt2PffsSlIQ, .E Cp,Pt2PffSSp/IQ and P1NfPffsI1tIQ. 

By now, however, we have not been able to control the terms con
taining r. The difficulty is that the 3-chains bounding rt2ssp/12Q, d~sII2tIQ, 
rtlSllQ, etc. are obtained by using Theorem (8.2) and these 3-chains 
usually have big support. 

In the next section, we use a little more complicated construction to 
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Pta Pf23 Pt23 

ilJ12Q I12Q 

Pta 
Pt23 

iI,s,l12Q sJ12Q 

I;Cp, L:: Cp, 

pdl 
13 Ptl3 Ptis P~3 

a,p,l12t,Q p,l12t,Q il2P,112t,Q Af 

P, P, 

pdl 
13 P1i3 Pf;s Pgs 

a,l12t,Q 112t,Q a,l12t,Q A: 

S, 

pdl 
13 Pfls 

pill 
123 Pta 

a,s'/12t,Q S'/12t,Q il2s,l12t,Q A: 

L:: Cp, L:: Cp, 

pdl pdl'J. 
13 pdt2 123 P" 123 " 

p,l12t12Q iI,p,l12t12Q A, 

P, P2 

pdl pdt2 pdt2 pd2 13 123 '23 23 

U,l12t"Q 112t"Q iI,l12t12Q A, 

Diagram (9.9) 

show that the higher homology of BDiff~(Rn) vanishes provided that n is 
a little larger. There, we prove the vanishing of the m-th homology 
group inductively on m by using the partitions with respect to families of 
closed balls. 

§ 10. The m-th homology of BDiff~{Rn) (1 ::;;:r<[(n+ 1)/mJ-l) 

In this section we prove the following theorem. 

Theorem (10.1). Hm(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O if l;;?;r<[(n+ 1)/mJ-l. 

First we consider the case where 1 ;;?;r< [nlm] -1 and show that 
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Hm(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O. The proof is easily modified for I <r<[(n+l)fmJ 
-1. 

For a k-cube Q (ks'm) of Diff~(Rn) with support in an appropriate 
subset of Rn, we define a k-cube Ii~:.kQ and inductively construct a map 
A: Q~,m(BDiff&(Rn» ~ Q~(BDiff~(Rn» such that ecp,m = (tA)a +J(eA). 
Then by Proposition (7.4), we obtain the desired result. 

Let <b: (Z+ * z+)n~PDiff:(Rn) denote the homomorphism given in 
Section 5 with an open ball U such that (l}(A)<I)(U), A E (Z+ * z+)n are 
disjoint. Since m([n/m]-l)+m<n, as we saw in Section 5, we have a 

2[n/m]-1 
subsemigroup (z+)m X AI X ... X Am (Ai ~ * Z+ (i = 1, ... , m» of 
(z+*z+)n. Letr',r", ···,r(m) be the generators of (z+)m and Bi={~i} 
the generating set of Ai (i= I, ... , m). 

By using AhX···XAik (1::::JI<···<jk<m), we have the con
struction of Ij, ... j.Q for a k-cube Q E Q~iI, ... ,ik)(BDiff~(Rn» with support 
in a suitable compact subset of Rn (see § 8). Here, the k-cubes of the 
2[n/m]-1-subdivision of a k-cube Q E Q~iI, ... ,j.)(BDiff~(Rn» are indexed by 
BiIX· .. XBj .; 

where, for Ajq= ~jq(p) . .. ~j/1) (q= I, .. " k), 

Q1h···1J. = (l}(~h(P)· .. ~1k(p»(I)S~h(P)".fiJ'(P) 
... (l}(~J1(1) ... ~1k(1»(I)S fiJl(l) ... fiJk(l)Q. 

Since the Cr-norm of Q1h ... 1jk is estimated by (2-[n/m]+1(2+en1(lh)IQI 
(Lemma (5.2», Ih ... j.Q is a smooth k-cube of Diff;(Rn) provided that 
r<[n/m]-1. IiI ... j.(Q) is defined if Int Supp Q1h ... 1Jk are disjoint. 

Define Ij~~ .. jkQ by 

If r <[n/mJ-I, then Ij~~"ikQ is also a smooth singular k-cube of 
Diff;(Rn). 

Put Kik)=(l}(r(k»(I)([-I, l]n) and Kak)=CI([-I, l]n-Kik». Note 
that Kak) and Kik) are closed balls. For a k-cube 
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with support in Kb k ), we can define Ij~~"ikQ. Letp(k) denote the partition 
with respect to Kbk ) and Ki k). 

We also use the partition Pi (i= 1, .. " m) with respect to the family 
of closed balls 

K,st = (1)(,8i)(I)([ -1, l]n) (,8i e Bi)' 

Consider the set of closed balls 

U, K,sln··· nK,smnK~ln··· nK~:) 

(,8t eBt,4i=O, l;i=I,' .·,m). 

The interiors of these balls are disjoint. Moreover, we can shrink U and 
Kbi ) and fatten Kii) and K,s, so that these closed balls (intersections) 
become disjoint. Hereafter, U and Kbi) shrinked or Kit) and K,s; fattened 
are denoted by the same symbols as well as the partitions defined above. 
Let V denote the interior of the union of these balls (intersections). Note 
that, if Q is supported in V n Kri n ... n Kbk), then I)~~ .. jkQ is supported 
in VnKrin··· nKbk-I). 

For a k-cube Q and 1 <l~k, put 

tl ... 1Q= U (1)(,81)(I)S,st' •. (1)(,8I)(IJS,slQ· 
(fi""',fiIJe B1X"'XB z 

Here, SiQ=.L: s,sjQ (i = 1, .. " m) is the partial subdivision of Q consid
ered as an element of Q~" ... ,k)(BDiff~(Rn». Let t(k)Q denote (1)(r(k»(I)Q. 
Note that 

The construction of the map A: Q~,m(BDiffu(Rn»~Q~+,(BDiff~(Rn» 
is carried out inductively on k as follows. Let Ajl'''jk denote 

A I Q~i1''''.Jk)(BDifflnt(K6n ... nK~k»(Rn». 
By using IWkQ, A I ... t ... k (l~i<k) and the action of z+(r') X ... X 
z+(r(kJ)xA,X'" XAI<' we construct A I2 ... k such that 

k 

up=O,A!2 ... k +.L: ,AI ... t ... k ( -1)ioi . 
i=l 

Then we can construct Ail ... j /< such that 
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k 

trjJ=atAj, ... ik + L: tAh ... k .. j.(-1)iaji (1 ~jl< ... <jk~m) 
i=l 

in a similar way by using z+(r') X ... xz+(r(k)xAhX'" XA j •• Thus, 
hereafter we construct A 1z ... m assuming the existence of A1 ... i ... m' By 
Proposition (7.4), the existence of A 12 ... m implies HmCBDiff;(Rn); Z)=O. 

For the construction of A 12 ... m , it is necessary to treat the locally 
degenerate chains. 

In general, let V be a finite disjoint union of bounded open balls 
Uj U= 1, . ", N) in Rn. An m-cube Q of BDiffHRn) is said to be 
locally degenerate if the following condition is satisfied: For any j E 

{I, "', N}, there exists k E {I, "', m} such that the hoionomy in the 
direction of e/c is the identity on Uj. A cubic m-chain is said to be locally 
degenerate if it is a sum of locally degenerate m-cubes. 

There are no nontrivial I-chains which are locally degenerate. Any 
locally degenerate 2-cube is a product of two I-cubes with support in the 
unions of U j which are disjoint. Hence any locally degenerate 2-chain is 
a 2-cycle. If Hl(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O, any locally degenerate 2-cycle is 
homologous to zero. Moreover it is the boundary of a locally degenerate 
3-chain (which is in fact a sum of product 3-cubes). 

We consider locally degenerate chains with respect to the union V of 
open balls given before. Note that r(/c)Q and rkQ (k=I," .,m) are 
"product chains"; hence are locally degenerate chains. Moreover, if. Q 
is locally degenerate, S/cQ, P(/c)Q and P/cQ (k= 1, .. " m) are also locally 
degenerate as well as s/cQ, p(k)Q and P/cQ. 

First we look at the construction of A 1z ... m for m = 1, 2, 3. 
For a I-cube Q E Q~l)(BDiffrnt(Ko)(Rn», we have the following dia

gram (Diagram (10.1». Hereafter, C r,., denotes Cq,(r''')' Thisdiagrani 
plays a role similar to Diagram (9.1). 

From this diagram, At> Af and Af are defined. For example, 

Hence, for r, n such that A1Q is well-defined, we see that 

To construct A 1Z , we look at Diagram (10.2) for a 2-cube Q 

with support in K~nK~/. Here, for a I-cube Q E Q~z)(BDiffrnt(KolRn)). A2 
is obtained in a way similar to At> by using I~ and the action of r' and A2• 

Diagram (10.2) corresponds to Diagram (9.4). A12Q is obtained as 
the 3-chain which bounds the difference between the top edge and the 
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Cr.IfQ P'IfQ 
Ift'Q • I~Q .. p'I~Q=Q+I~t't,Q 

S,Ift'Q SJ~Q P'SJ~Q 

Cr,sJ~Q p'sJfQ 
s,Ift'Q .. sJ~Q . P'sJ~Q 

L: CJllsJll~t'Q L: CJlhl~Q L: CJllP'sJll~Q 

Cr,pJUIQ P'pJ~tIQ 
pJ~t'tlQ • pJ~tlQ . P'pJ~tIQ 

Pi{t't,Q PJ~tIQ P,P'I~t,Q 

Cr.I~tIQ P'I~t,Q 
I~t't,Q" Ift,Q . p'IU,Q 

Diagram (10.1) 

bottom edge of Diagram (10.2). 
Let BI[P"]=BI[P"(Vi~Q], B,[Cr,,]=B,[Cr,·ali~Q], etc., denote the 3-

chains which correspond to the faces indicated in Diagram (10.2). For 
example, B,[Stl=B,[Sla2Ii~t"Q] is a 3-chain which bounds sla2Ii~t"Q
A,a2Ii~t" Q + Afa2s,Ii~t" Q. 

The 3-chains B,[ ] or B2[ ] are obtained from Diagrams (10.3) and 
(lOA) up to the terms which bound 2-cycles of the form r'Q, r"Q, r,Q, 
r2Q. Since p', p", PI' P2 are partitions with respect to closed balls, these 
2-cyc1es are locally degenerate. Since H,(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O, these terms 
are homologous to zero. Moreover, we can choose the bounding 3-chains 
which are also locally degenerate. 

Diagrams (10.3) and (1004) correspond to Diagrams (9.6) and (9.7). 
The method to write down the 3-chains is similar to that in Section 9. 

Diagram (10.3) is obtained from Diagram (10.1) by putting the 
product of AIQ and the two edges Crn and plIo 

Now, B l [ ] are obtained as follows. 
B,[SI] = BI[S,a2Ii~t"Q], BlL~ Cp,] = B,[L; CJlla2SJl,Ii~t"Q], BI[P,] = 

B,[Pla2Ii~t"t,Q] are obtained from the front faces of Diagram (10.3) sub
stituted a2Ii~Q for Q. In fact, they are 
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B'[P'1 A, /::--P"IgQ ?~' 
A, }:::Q--IgQ ~gQ B,[Cci A, 

A'---f'--I::'''Q S, r 
A,,---ol--sli~t"Q o"o-----Af 

11: Cp, 2: Cp,l 

B~-J---I~-I--P,I:;<,"'~r"'" ---B~;a 

B::-21---1~-2 --I::'''',Q ,---AI 
A;---o,--s,I;~t"t,Q--02---A, 

12: Cp, 1: Cp'l 

B;;2-1---1~-2--P"::<"'''Q--::1'---B;~21 
A,---o,--I;;t"t12Q--o,---A, 

Diagram (10.2) 

L: Cr,C PIS pJ~azI~it" Q + L: C pIP' S pJ~azI~it" Q and 

Cr,PJ~azI~it" tlQ - P' PJ~azliit" tlQ 

up to the 3-chains which bound the 2-cyc1es of the form r'Q, r"Q, r1Q, 
r2Q· 

B1[P"] = B1[p"azliiQ] and B1[Cr"]=B1[Cr,,iViiQ] are obtained from 
Diagram (10.3). They are the 3-chains corresponding to the top faces 
and the faces on the left-hand side of Diagram (10.3) substituted a2li~Q 
for Q. 

Bz[P"] and Bz[Cr,,] are obtained similarly to B1[P"] and B1[Cr,,]. 
On the other hand, Bz[L: C pi] and B2[P1] are obtained from Diagram 

(10.4). Diagram (10.4) is obtained as a product of Az and two edges 
L: Cp, and PI" 
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Cr' P' 

P" 
s, s, s, 

P" 

P" 
P, P, 

Cr' P' 

Diagram (10.3) 

P2 

P, 

Diagram (10.4) 
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Note that, to obtain the 3-chains, we should write down the symbols 
Cr" Cr", Cpl, Cpo, P', P", PH P2, SI or S2 always in this order. 

Diagrams (10.3) and (lOA) concern the upper half of Diagram (10.2) 
and the lower half of Diagram (10.2) is obtained similarly. These diagrams 
represent face relations modulo the terms containing 2-cycles of the form 
r'Q, r"Q, rlQ, r2Q. 

Thus we can complete Diagram (10.2) and define A 12 • Therefore, by 
Proposition (704), H2(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O. 

To construct AI28 for a 3-cube Q with support in K~ n K~' n K~", we 
need Af2' Ai2' etc. These are obtained from Diagram (10.5), which is a 
product of the vertical part of Diagram (10.2) and the edges P" and Cr". 
For example, the 3-chain Af2Q which bounds sIQ-A2( -OI)SIQ-
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Af( +oz)s,Q is obtained as the 3-chain in Diagram (10.5) bounding 

P"sJ~~Q-Az( -o,)p"sJ~;Q-Ai( +oz)p"sJ~~Q 

- (sJ~;t" t,zQ - A z( - o,)sJ~;t"t'zQ - Af( +oz)s,I~~t"t'zQ). 

For a 2--cube Q, we can read from Diagrams (10.6) and (10.7), the 
4-chains B,z[S,Q], B'2[L; Cp,sp,Q], etc., bounding 

S,Q-A,zQ+Aizs,Q+B,[S,ozQ], 

L; Cph,Q-Aizs,Q+Afzp,t,Q+B,[L; Cp,ozSp,Q] + Bz[L; Cp,( -o,)sp,Q], 

etc., modulo the 3-chains of the form CrQ (for example, Cr,r" Q2, C p,r" QZ) 

and the locally degenerate 3-chains. 
Diagram (10.6) is obtained as a product of Diagram (10.1) and the 

edges P" and Crn. The top faces, the front faces and the faces on the 

pI 

pI! 

cT" 

L; CPt 
CT' 

pI! 

cT" 

P, 
cr' 

P" 

cT" CT" 

cr' 
pI 

Diagram (10.6) 
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left-hand side of Diagram (10.6) is Diagram (10.3). The 4-chain B12[SlQ} 
is the sum of Cr"sJi~Q, - pI! SJi~Q, and the four 4-cubes on the 
third floor of Diagram (10.6) (i.e., Cr,pI!SJio2Ii~Q, -P'P"Slio2Ii~Q, 
- Cr,Cr"SJio2I~~Q, - Cr"P' SJio2Ii~Q) up to the terms needed for the 3-
chains of the form CrQ and the locally degenerate 3-chains. 

Diagram (10.7) is also obtained as a product of Diagram (10.4) 
and the edges P" and Cr'" The 4-chain B12[L: Cp,sp,Q] is the sum of 
L: Cr"Cp,spJf~Q, L: Cp,Pl!spJf~Q, the 4-cubes represented by the second 
floor of Diagram (10.7) and those represented by the second floor of 
Diagram (10.6) substituted (Mi~Q for Q (up to the chains as above). 

Now we can complete Diagram (10.8) which corresponds to Diagram 
(9.8). Note that the terms B j [ ] (i = 1, 2, 3) cancel by themselves because 
82=0. 

From Diagram (10.8), we obtain a 4-chain which bounds Q
A 23( -ol)Q-A13( +o2)Q-A12( -03)Q modulo the 3-chains of the form 
CrQ2 and locally degenerate 3-chains. For the 3-chain of the form CrQ2, 

since Hl(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O, we obtain a locally degenerate 3-chain b such 
that rQ2 = ob (b is in fact of the form Q2 X Q\ where Q2 and Ql are sup
ported in the unions of connected components of V which are disjoint). 
We have 

aCb=b-cb-CrQ2. 

pI! 

PI PI 

1L..... ___ .lL.... ___ .k:.... ___ ...IL.. ___ .J<:::.. ___ ..Y cr" 

.z::; c", S2 c" pi P, 

DIagram (l0.7) 
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By adding the boundary of 4-chains of the form Cb, we obtain a 3-cycle 
homologous to Q-A2S( -ol)Q-A13( +(2)Q-A12(-OS)Q, which is locally 
degenerate. Note that cb is again a locally degenerate 3-chain. Since 
Hi(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O (i=l, 2), the resulted 3-cycle is homologous to 
zero (see Lemma (10.2». 

Therefore, by Proposition (7.4), Hs(BDiff;(Rn); z)=O. 
Note that we can use P~2S' p~, Pg, Pg instead of pili. Hence, by using 

2[(n+l)/SJ-l 

the semigroup (Z+)2XA1XA2XAS (Ai~ * Z+ (i=I,2, 3», we can 
prove that HS<BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O (r<[(n+ 1)/3]-1). 

p"'I;~Q 

/;"-11 A" /;:-11 A" 
o,--A" 

1p"1 
I~A" o,--A" o,--A12 

C,,,, jc,,,. ICT'" 
I~~~t"'Q 

II-
A23 

o,--A13 o,--A" s, Is, Is, 
s,I;~;t"IQ o,--A" o,--Af, o,--Af, 

I: CPt I I: CPt II: Cpo II: Cpo 
p,l;~;tlllt,Q o,--A" oz--Af, i~-, Af, 

P, Ip, IpI 
1~~~t'/.ltlQ o,--A" o,--A13 o,--A" s, Is, [I Is, 
s'/.I~~~t'''tlQ o,--A;, o,--A13 O,--A;2 

I:C" II:C", II:C", 1l:·C", . 
p,I;~;t"'tI2Q o,--Af3 oz--A13 I~Af' 

P, \p, Ip, 
Ii~~t"'tl'/.Q o,--A" oz--A13 If-A" s, 1s, Is, 
s31i~~t"lt12Q ,--Al., o,--Af3 o,--A;, 

I:C", II:CPJ l~CPJ Ai" 
II: CpJ 

P3Ii~t"'t123Q o,--Af, o,--A" 
P, Ip, Ip3 

Ip, 
Ii~~t"'fl:~Q o,--A" a,--A13 iJ.,--A" 

Diagram (10.8) 
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To construct A12 ••• m inductively on m, we first show the following 
lemma. Here we suppose that Ht(BDjff~(Rn); Z)=o for i= 1, ... , m-1. 

. Lemma (10.2). Let V = U1=1 Uj be a finite disjoint union of bounded 
open balls in Rn. Let a=.L; ±Q(t) be an m-cycle of BDiff~(Rn) which 
is locally degenerate with respect tfJ V. Then the cycle ca is homologous to 
zero in S~(BDiff;(Rn». Infact, there exists a locally degenerate (m+l)
chain b e Q~(BDiff~(Rn» such that ca~a,b and the support of b is contained 
in a neighborhood of the support of a. 

To prove this lemma, consider the following action of the symmetric 
group .9' m on Qm(BG). For 7r e.9' m and Q: [0, l]m--*G, define Q7r: [0, l]m 
--*G by 

Here 7r e.9' m is considered as a permutation matrix. Then the boundary 
homomorphism a: Qt(BG)--*Qt-t(BG) induces a map a: Qt(BG)/.9't--* 
Qt-t(BG)/.9't_i. Let Q*(BG)/.9' denote the quotient complex. Then 
,: Q*(BG)--*S*(BG) (§ 6) factors through Q*(BG)/.9'; 

Proof of Lemma (10.2). We prove Lemma (10.2) by an induction on 
N. If N = 1, the locally degenerate cycle a is in fact a degenerate cycle. 
Hence, Lemma (10.2) is true when N = 1. 

Let]J denote the partition with respect to U1.:-l (Jj and UN. Then 
jJa is ~n m-cycle homologous to a. 

First, the part pa of ]Ja is homologous to zero. For, the m-cycle a 
restricted to (J N is a degenerate cycle. On the other hand, the m-cycle a 
restricted to U1,:l (Jj satisfies the assumption of Lemma (10.2) for N-l 
bounded open balls U1, ••• , UN - 1• Hence, it is homologous to zero by 
the induction hypothesis (it is the boundary of a locally degenerate chain). 

Thus, a is homologous to ]Ja-pa which is written in Q~(BDiff~(Rn» 
/.9' as 

.L; ± Q(7)l X Q~h + .L; ± Q(7)2 X Q~~) + ... + .L;± Q~t) X Q~7r\ 

where Q(i)k is an (m-k)-cube with support in U1.:-l Uj and Q~~) is a k
cube ,with support in UN (k=l, ... , m-'-l)., Since Hl(BDiff;(Rn); Z)=O, 
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Q~h is written as a boundary; Q~h=oBQ~h, where Supp (BQ~h)CUN' 
Then we have 

pa-pa-(_I)m-1o(I; ±Q(;)lXBQ~h) 

= {-( _l)m-1 I; o(± Q(;)l) X BQ~h + I; ± Q(;j2 X Q~:)} 

+ ... + I; ±Q~OXQ~0-1. 

Here, the terms in the parenthesis { } is rewritten as 

I; Q(;)2 X (I; ± Q~t J))' 
• j 

where Q(;)2 are distinct. Then, I;j ±Q~~.j) is a 2-cycle with support in 
UN' For, the boundary of pa-pa-( -1)m-Io(I;. ± Q(;jl xBQ~h) contains 
I;. Q(;j2Xo(I;j ±Q~Ld, which is zero. 

Since H2(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O, I;j ±Q~tj) is written as a boundary: 
I;, ±Q~tj)=oB(I;j ±Q~:.jl)' where Supp(B(I;j ±Q~:.j)))CUN' Then 
we have 

pa-pa-(_I)m-1o(I; ±Q(;)lXBQ~h) 
• 

-( _l)m-2o(I; Q(;)2XB(I; ±Q~~.j))) 
i j 

={ -( -1)m-2I; (oQ(;)2)XB I; (±Q~~.j))+ I; ±Q(;)3X Q~M 
i j i 

+ ... + I; ±Q~" X Q~0-1. 
i 

Again the terms in the parenthesis { } is rewritten as 

I; Q(;j3 X (I; ± Q~tJ)), 
i j 

where Q(;)8 are distinct and I;j ± Qa.J) is a 3-cycle. 

Inductively, by using Hi(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O (i=l, "', m-l), we 
obtain 

pa-pa-( _1)m-1o(I; ±Q(;)I xBQ~D 
j 

-( _1)m- 2o(I; Q(;j2 xB(I; ± Q~tj))) 
i j 

_ ... -( -'l)o(I; Q~oxB(I; ±Q~;:jm=O. 
i j 

Hence we have proved Lemma (10.2). 

Now we construct AI2 ... m. We assume that we defined AI2.;.(m-ll' 
Hence, as we remarked, A1 ... i ... m (i=l, "', m) is also defined. We are 
going to show that 
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is homologous to zero. We look at the cycle 

and compare it with 

m 

+t~Ii:'~~mt(m)tl ... mQ-L: tAt •.. t ... m( -l)iaili~~mt(m)tl ... ",Q· 
i~l 

We would like to show that they are homologous on one hand, and that 

.......,. _____ p(k) 11:: ..• Q------:'" 

Sl 

Sl 

~----IW .. kt (.)Q-----,.----

S, 

A"'------ -sJ1~! .. kQ----:::v 

1 

~pJg! .. kt'Q---:::>V 

I. 

~"'----I-IW.kt,Q-----:::.v' 

Diagram (10.9) 
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m 

tifJli'::~mQ- L: tA1 ... ; ... m( -1)iaJi~~mQ is homologous to 
i=l 

m 

tifJli~~mt (m) t1 ... mQ - L: tA1 ... ; ... m( -1 )iaJi~~mt (m) (l .•. mQ 
i=l 

on the other hand. 
The (m+ 1)-chains which bound the differences of these cycles are 

obtained from either the top faces or the front faces of Diagrams (10.9)
(10.11) for k=m. Diagram (10.9)-(10.11) correspond to the three top 
floors of Diagram (10.5). 

Diagram (10.9) consists of 

Cr(k)Sli~! .. kQ, P(k)SlW.kQ, L: Cr(k)Cph/g!··kQ, 

L: Cp,P(k)Sp/W .. kQ, Cr(k)PlW.ktlQ and P(k)P1IW.ktlQ· 

Diagram (10.10) 
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Diagram (10.11) 

The top faces of Diagrams (10.10) and (10.11) for k=m are obtained as 
the products of A1 ... i ... m and the edges CrCm) and p(m). On the other hand, 
the front faces of Diagrams (10.10) and (10.11) for k=m are obtained 
from Diagrams (10.9)-(10.11) for k=m-l or from the diagram which is 
the product of A1 ... t ... ". and the edges C~! and Pi' Note that Afo .. l ... ". 
and Af ... t ... m are defined from Diagrams (10.9)-(10.11) for k=m-l 
which is the product of the vertical part of A I2 ... (m-l) and the edges p(m-l) 

and CrCm- 1). Inductively A1 ... l ... m is written by the symbols CrCk), Cp., 
P(k), P k , Sk (1 <k<m, k=l=i, 13k E Bk) and the locally degenerate chains. 

Thus the (m+l)-chain which is obtained from the top faces and the 
front faces of Diagrams (10.9)-(10.11) for k=m is also written by these 
symbols and the locally degenerate chains. Note again that we fixed an 
order 
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Cr,<Cr,,<··· <Cr(m)<C~1<Cfl2<'" <C~m<PI<p" 

< ... <p(m)<Pl<P2<'" <Pm<SI> S2' "', Sm. 
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We write the symbols in the chains obtained by these diagrams always in 
this order. Then the terms which do not contain r or the locally degenerate 
chains coincide with those of 

Hence the terms which contain r or the locally degenerate chains have the 
form described in Lemma (10.3). Note that the construction of AI ... i ... ". 
does not use Cr(m), p(m), C~i' Pi' Hence the locally degenerate chains 
(with respect to V) which appear in AI ... i ... m can be taken locally degener
ate with respect to Vj, where Vi is the union of U and 

Int K~l n ... n K Pi _ 1 n K~i+l n ... n K~m n K~, n ... n K~:::~) 
(f3j e BJ,ji=-i; aj=O, I,ji=-m). 

Since the locally degenerate chains conjugated by r(m) or f3i are again 
locally degenerate, the locally degenerate chains appearing in the construc
tion of A I2 ... ". satisfy the condition (2) of Lemma (10.3). 

Lemma (10.3). Let a be a cubic m-cycle which is given as a sum of 
the chains of the form C(1)"'C(i)Qm-i satisfying the following conditions. 

(1) C(s) (s= 1, .. " i) are Cr(kl or C~. (k= 1, ... , m) written in the 
fixed order. 

(2) Qm-i is a locally degenerate (m-i)-cube as well as the cube 
C(Sl) ... C(Sj)Qm-i (1:::;SI<'" <sJ~i), where C(s) denotes (])(r(k))(1) or (])(f3k)<l) 
when C(s) is Cr(kl or Cp.. 

Then the m-cycle ea is homologous to zero. In fact, there exists a cubic 
(m+ I)-chain b which is a sum of the chains satisfying (1) and (2) above 
such that ea=atb. 

Proof. First note the following formula. 

Now we put together the terms in a which have the same terms of 
C(./s. 
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where ak is an (m-ik)-chain without C(s)' If ik is maximum among the 
terms in the cycle a, by the above formula, ak is an (m-ik)-cycle satisfy
ing the assumption of Lemma (l0.2). Hence, if i k ~ 1, by Lemma {I 0.2), 
we have an (m-i k + I)-chain Bak such that olBak=tak • We may suppose 
that Bak is also supported in V and it is also locally degenerate. Then by 
adding 

we can replace C~l)' • ,C~i.)ak by terms with shorter length in C(s)' 

Thus, by replacing successively the terms with maximallength in C(s) 

by shorter ones, we· obtain a locally degenerate m-cycle which is homo
logous to the cycle a. Since this is homologous to zero by Lemma (10.2), 
the proof of Lemma (10.3) is completed. 

By Lemma (10.3), we can construct A1z ... m and Theorem (l0.l) is 
proved for r<[n/m]-1. 

For r<[(n+ 1)/m]-I, we use the subsemigroup 

z[(n+l)/m]-l 

(z+)m,..IXA1X···xAm (Ai= * Z+ (i=l, ···,m))of(z+*z+)n. 

The proof goes on without change except that we do not have rem) and 
p(m) in Diagrams (10.9)-(10.11) for k=m. There, we replace p(m) by 
Pt .. m and n (i = 1, .. " m). Then we obtain a diagram similar to 
Diagram (9.8). By using 11z ... mQ instead of li~~.m' we see that 

is homologous to zero modulo the terms containing rei), ri, r~, rrZ ... m or 
locally degenerate chains. Hence Theorem (10.1) follows from Lemma 
(10.3). 

Appendix. The first homology of BDiff~(Rn) (n+ 1 <r< 00) 

In this Appendix, we describe several operations on foliated products 
and give a proof of the following theorem due to Mather ([2ID. 

Theorem (A. 1). Hl(BDiff~(Rn); Z)=O ifn+l<r<oo. 

Our proof is based on the study of foliated products and the tech
niques used here are rather simple. However, there is still one step in 
our proof where we need a non-elementary argument. More precisely, 
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the proof of Lemma (A.2) uses Lemma (A.3) which is a consequence of 
the small denominators theory ([37]) and Thurston's technique ([33, 2]). 
It would be nice to find an elementary proof of Lemma (A.2). In our 
proof, we also use homothetic expansions and the Schauder-Tychonoff 
fixed point theorem as in Mather [21]. 

Our main tool is the following homotopy which is described in 
Banyaga [2] and Mather [22]. 

A homotopy (Fragmentation). Let {VI' ... , vN } be a partition of 
unity on a manifold M, i.e., a family of smooth non-negative functions on 
M such that .L:f~l Vi = 1. Put f.1j = .L:{~1 Vi (j = 1,· .. , N) {f.1o=O). Define 
A: [0, N]XM~[O, 1] by 

A(t, x) =(t~ [t])V[t]+l(X) + f.1[tlx). 

Let hI: [0, NrXM~[O, I]mXM be the map given by 

N(t, x) = (Am(t, x), x), 

where Am((tl> ... , tm), x)= (A(tl' x), ... , A(tm, x)). Let b: [0, N]m X M ~ 
[0, 1]m X M be the map given by 

bet, X)=(b(N)(t), x), 

where b(N)(tl, ... , tm)=(min{tl' I}, ... , min {tm' ID as in Section 6. Then 
there is a homotopy h: [0, N]m X MX [0, 1]~[0, 1]m X M between b and hI 
given by 

h(t, x, s) =((l-S)b(N)(t) +SAm(t, x), x). 

It is easy to see that this homotopy commutes with the face operators. 
Let ff be a cr -foliated M-product over [0, l]m such that the asso

ciated map T[O, 1]mXM~TM is of class Cr (1 <r<oo). Suppose that 
every leaf of ff is transverse to the family of submanifolds {(Am(t, x), x); 
x E M} (t E [0, N]m) of [0, 1]mXM. Note that, if the CO-norm of ff is 
sufficiently small, every leaf of ff is transverse to these submanifolds. 

We consider the induced foliation h* ff. This h* ff may not be 
smooth along the (N-I)m hypersurfaces ti=j(i=1,·. ·,m;j=1,···, 
N-I) in [0, N]mXMX[O, 1]. We will see that h*ff is a Cr-foliated M
product such that the associated map T([O, N]m X [0, 1])XM~TM is of 
class cr except along these hypersurfaces. 

The induced foliation. We may assume that the manifold M is the 
Euclidean space Rn. Put 
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where Ui =(1-s) min {ti' 1} + s«ti -[tiDVct,]+,(X) + ,uctilx)) (i= 1, .. " m). 
The tangent map (Th) of h is given by a matrix 

( OUi/Otl OUt/OXl out/OS), 

oxk/otj OXk/OXl oxjos 

where out/otj=oWj~tj](I-s)+sVCtj]+'(x)), 

OUi/OXl =S«(ti - [tiD(oV[ti]+'/OXl) + (O,u[ti]/OXl)), 

oui/os= - min {ti' 1} + «ti - [t,DVCti] + ,(x) + ,u[t,](x)), 

oxk/otj=O, 

OXk/OXl=O~ and OXk/OS=O. 

Thus (Th) is of the form 

( OUO/ot ou/ox OU/OS) 
1m 0' 

where 1m denotes the identity matrix. Let 

be the matrix whose column vectors span the tangent plane of h*.f7 at 
(t, x, s) E [0, Nr X Rn X [0, 1]. Then we have 

where 

y~ = (out/ot) + L: (oui/ox k)X~ and yi = L: (out/ox k)Xk + (oui/os). 
k k 

Let C;) 
be the matrix whose column vectors span the tangent plane of .f7, where 
Z is an L(Rm, Rn)-valued C"-function on [0,1]mXRn. By the choice of 
the matrix X and the vector x, we have 

Zy =X and Zy=x. 
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If Z is sufficiently small, we can find such a matrix X and such a vector x. 
For, we have 

X = Z«aujat) + (aujax)X) and x=Z«aujax)x+(aujas». 

Thus we obtain 

If the matrix Z(aujax) is well-defined and small, In -Z(aujax) is invertible; 
hence, X and x are written as 

We see that X and x are of class C r as a function of t and x if ti is 
not an integer (i= 1, ... , m). We see also that if IZlo is small, X and x 
depend continuously on Z. That is, if 1 ~Io = 1 Zio is small, h* ~ depends 
continuously on~. Moreover, there are constants c. and C.,r such that 

Here we use the Cr-norm of ~ as an L(Rm, Rn)-valued function on 
[0, I]m X Rn. This estimate is obtained by differentiating the formulae (*). 
Note that Z in the formulae (*) is Zlh(t,x,s), while other terms are func
tions of (t, x, s). 

Let Q: [0, I]m-rDiff~(M) be a singular m-cube such that the asso
ciated map T[O, I]mXM-rTM is of class cr. Let h**Q denote the 
singular cubic chain defined by 

where Q': [0, N]m-rDiff~(M) represents the Cr-foliated M-product hl*~Q 
and 

Note that the support of the holonomy of Q'!'(i ..... ,im ) in the direction of 
e l lies in Supp (lI il +1). Thus, the support of Q'!'(i ..... ,im ) lies in 

m 

U Supp (lIil +1)· 
l~l 

We call h** the fragmentation with respect to the partition of unity {IIi}. 
In order to apply the above homotopy to singular cubes or simplices 

of Diff~(Rn), we can use the straightening given in Section 4 to homotope 
them to smooth simplices. 
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Smoothing along the boundary. We need the following smoothmg 
along the boundary. A similar idea was used to obtain an expression of 
the GodbiIlon-Vey class in terms of holonomy (see [I5], [23]). Let G 
denote Diff~(M). Take a positive real number e' smaller than 1/4. Let 
v: [0, 1]~[0, 1] be a smooth function such that 

o;;;;,av/at;;;;' 1/(1-4e'), 

v(t)=O (t E [0, .s1) and v(t)= 1 (t E [1-.s', 1]). 

Let Vm: [0, l]m~[o, l]m denote the function given by 

For a smooth singular cube Q: [0, l]m~G, consider QVm. This Qtm is 
smooth and the leaves of :FQtm are perpendicular to a[O, l]mXM. Since 
Vm is homotopic to the identity by the homotopy 1fJ'm: [O,lr X [0, 1]~[0, l]m 
given by 

1fJ'm(t, s)=(l-s)t+stm(t), 

QVm is homotopic to Q by the homotopy Q1fJ'm' Note that this homo
topy commutes with the face operators. 

If:FQ is aCT-foliated M-product such that T[O, l]mXM~TM is of 
class CT, then so is :FQ~'m' To see this, we may assume that M=Rn. Let 

C;) and G;) 
be the matrices whose column vectors span the tangent plane of :F Q at 
(tm(t), x) E [0, lrXRn and that of :FQtm at (t, x) E [0, l]mXRn, respec
tively. Then we have 

From this formula we see also that 

I:F Qtm IT < I:F Q IT/(1- 4.s') 

with respect to the norm as an ,qr;(Rn)-valued continuous function on 
[O,lr. 

Composition. Let:F i (i= 1, .. " N) be aCT-foliated M-product 
over [0, 1] corresponding to 
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Then we can define the composition of :F i (i = 1, ... , N) to be the cr_ 

foliated M-product :F over [0, 1] such that 

N 
S(N):F = ~:Fio 

i=l 

where SIN) denotes the N-subdivision. More precisely, the corresponding 
I-simplex a of Diff;(M) is given by 

for (i-I)/N<t<i/N(i=I, ···,N). The composition depends on the 
number N and the order of :F i • It is obvious that the composition :F is 
homologous to ~i"=1 :Fi • 

If :Fi (i= 1, ... , N) is given by an El";(M)-valued continuous func
tion Xi on [0, 1] which vanishes on a neighborhood of {O, I}, then :F is 
also given by such a function X; 

X(t)=NXt(Nt-(i-I», (i-I)/N :;.1 ~i/N (i = 1, ... , N). 

Thus we have an estimate 

on the norm of :F (as an El";(M)-valued continuous function on [0, 1]). 
To Xi which does not vanish on a neighborhood of {O, I}, we can apply 
the above smoothing along the boundary before taking the composition. 

To prove Theorem (A.I), we use the homotopies described above to 
construct a map from a certain space of foliated products to itself. Then 
we apply the Schauder-Tychonoff fixed point theorem. As in Mather 
[21], we have to consider the functions of class Cr,a with a being a modulus 
of continuity. 

Moduli of continuity (See [21]). A modulus of continuity is a con
tinuous strictly increasing real valued function a on [0, 00) such that 
a(O)=O and a(tx)~ta(x) for x e [0, 00), t2:1. An Rn-valued functionf 
on R'"' is said to be a-continuous if 

If(x)- f(y)l/a(lx-y I) (x, y e R'"', X=FY) 

is locally bounded. We say that f is of class cr,a (1 <r < 00) if f is of 
class cr and its r-th derivative is a-continuous. According to Mather 
[21], the sums, the products and the compositions of functions of class 
cr,a (r ~ 1) are of class cr,a, as well as the inverses of diffeomorphisms of 
class C·,a (r > 1). 
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For a compact subset K of Rn, the space f!t;2 a(Rn) of C,·a-vectorfields 
(1 ~ r < 00) on Rn with support in K is a Banach space with respect to the 
norm I Ir.a given by 

IXlr.a=Sup {IDrX(x)-DrX(y)l/a(\x-y\); x, y ERn, x::;f:y}, 

where Ixl=.L:f~llxil for x=(xt>·'·,xn)ERn. On the Banach space 
f!tia(Rn), we have another norm 

IIXllr.a=sup {IXlr.a, IXI" .. " IXlo}, 

where IXli=SUp{IDiX(x)l; x ERn} (i=O,···, r). These norms are equi
valent; 

Note that the positive real number CI( depends on the compact subset K. 
It is easy to see that 

f!t~(Rn) = U f!tia(Rn) 
a 

where the union is taken over all moduli of continuity a. Note that a 
bounded subset of f!tia(Rn) is relatively compact in f!t~(Rn). 

For two moduli of continuity a and a', if there are positive numbers c 
and c' such that ca::::;'a' ~c' a on a neighborhood of 0, then f!tia(Rn)= 
f!tia'(Rn) and the norms I Ir.a, I Ir.a' are equivalent. Hence hereafter we 
use the moduli of continuity a such that a(x)~ 1, x E [0, 00). For such a 
modulus of continuity a, we have 

IXlr~IXlr.a 

Let Diffia(Rn) denote the group of diffeomorphisms of Rn of class 
cr· a with support in K. Diffia(Rn) has a Banach manifold structure 
modelled on f!tia(Rn). K. Masuda pointed out to me that Diffia(Rn) is 
not a topological group with respect to this cr. a_topology. Hence, we 
consider the CS-topology (1 ~s::::;'r) for Diffia(Rn) and the direct limit 
topology for Diff;·a(Rn), the group of Cr.a-diffeomorphisms of Rn with 
compact support. Note that Diffia(Rn) with the C'-topology (1 :::;s <r) 
is a topological group and Diff~·a(Rn) with the C'-topology (1 <s<r) has 
the homotopy type of Diff~(Rn) with the C1-topology. For definiteness, 
hereafter we consider the direct limit cr -topology for Diff~·a(Rn) and 
construct BDiff;·a(Rn), the classifying space for cr. a-foliated Rn-products 
with compact support. 
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For a singular m-simplex a: Llm~Difflia(Rn) (continuous with respect 
to the C r -topology) with image in a small neighborhood of 00(0), we have 
its straightening La. As in Section 4, La is homotopic to a by a 
homotopy which commutes with the face operators. Note that the map 
LlmXRn~L(Rm, Rn) associated to La is of class cr,a. For, the Cr,a-norm 
I/$"L.llr,a as a function on LlmXRn, we have a positive real number Cr,re 
such that .. 

II$"L.llr,a~Cr,a sup 100 (t ei)a(O)-I-idl . 
l~j~m i=l . r,a 

Hence; the map Llm~~lia(Rn) associated to La is bounded with respect 
to the Cr,a-norm I Ir,a' 

Let f!J denote the set 

{X: [0, 1]~~fo,i]n(Rn); 

Xis continuous with respect to the Cr-topology, sup IXtlr,a<oo}. 
t 

Then, f!J is a Banach space with respect to the norm 1 I ... given by 

When X is an Rn-valued Cr,a-function on [0, 1] X Rn with support in [0, IJ 
X [0, l]n, we also have its Cr,a-norms IXlr,a and IIXllr,a' Note that 
IXI ... <IXlr,a <IIXllr,a' 

By an argument similar to that in Section 4, we see that there is a 
bijective correspondence between f!J and the set 

{so: ([0, 1], O)~(Diff[o,i]n(Rn), id); SO is C1 as a path in Diff[o,l]n(Rn), 

(asot/at)l. E ~fo,i]n(Rn) (s E [0, 1]), sup l(asot/at)I.lr,a<oo} . 
• 

Here, X: [0, 1]~~fo,i]n(Rn) corresponds to SO: ([0, 1], O)~(Diff[o,i]n(Rn), id) 
such that (aSOt/at)(SOt)-I=Xt. Hence, such X defines a Cr,a-foliated Rn_ 
product $"tp over [0, 1]. 

For an ~~,a(Rn)-valued function X on [0, 1] which is continuous 
with respect to the cr -topology and bounded with respect to the cr , a_ 

norm, let $"(X) denote the C',a-foliated Rn-product over [0, 1] defined by 
X. The I-simplex of BDiff~,a(Rn) corresponding to X is also denoted by 
$"(X). 

We are going to construct a map IC from a neighborhood of ° in !JI 
to !JI which is continuous with respect to the c r -topology. The first step 
is to show the following lemma. 
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Lemma (A. 2). There exist positive numbers c, C and 130 such that, 
for any positive number f3~f3o, there exists a map 

satisfying the following conditions; 
(1) rp is continuous with respect to the CT_topO[ogy, 
(2) :F(rpX) is homologous to :F(X) in BDiff;,a(Rn), 

(3) Irpxlo~f3CJXI.., and 
(4) IrpXla<CJXla. 

To prove Lemma (A.2), one can use the fact that HI(BDiff;'(Rn); Z) 
=0, which follows from the fact that HI(BDiffOO(Tn); Z)=o by using 
Thurston's technique ([33], [2]). The fact that HI(BDiffoo(P); Z)=O is 
proved by Herman [15] by using the small denominators theory. However, 
it is much easier to show the following statement ([37, 19]); 

For any positive integer r, the natural homomorphism 

is the zero map. 
By Thurston's technique, this implies the following lemma, which we 

use now to prove Lemma (A.2). 

Lemma (A.3). For any positive integer r, the natural homomorphism 

is the zero map. 

Proof of Lemma (A.2). The desired foliated product :F(r pX) is 
obtained as the straightening of the composition of - :F(X') and :F(X), 
where X, is a Coo-approximation of X. 

Let p be a smooth function on R with support in [-1, 1] such that 

roo p(x)dx=l. Put 

For the vectorfield Xt, let pp * X t be the vectorfield on Rn with 
support in [ - 13, 1 + f3]n given by 

(pp * Xt)(XI> .. " x n) 

= f pp{X1-YI)" .pp~xn-Yn)Xt(Yl' .. ',Yn)dYI" ·dYn 
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Note that Pp * X t is smooth. We have the following estimates. 

Ipp * XtlT,a <IXt IT,a, 

Ip.s * Xt -Xt 10:S:;;,8CoIXt IT,a, 

where the positive number Co does not depend on ,8. 
Let kp be the affine map from Rn to Rn given by 

where Yt=(1+2,8)-'(xt -l/2)+1/2 (i=l, .. . ,n). Note that 

kP([-,8, 1 +,8]n) = [0, l]n. 
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The C=-approximation X' is obtained as (kp)*(p~ * X). We have 
the following estimates. 

\ (kp)*(pp * Xt)IT,a «1 +2,8Y-'IXt IT,a and 

I (k,s)*(pp * Xt)-Xt 10 

:::;I(kp)*(p.s * Xt)-(P.s * Xt)lo+l(p.s * Xt)-Xt 10 

<,8C,IXt IT,a, 

where the positive number C, does not depend on ,8. 
Let 'P and 'P': ([0, 1], O)~(Difffd,i]n(Rn), id) be the I-simplices corre

sponding to X and X', respectively. We consider a singular I-simplex a 
of Difffd,i]n(Rn) given by 

{
'P/(1-2t), 0:S:;;t<I/2 

a(t)= 'P(2t-I), I/2~t~1. 

Then, for a(1)a(Ot'=q;(I)'P'(1t', we have positive real numbers C2 and C2 

independent of ,8, such that 

provided IXI.<c2 • 

We put r.sx to be the straightening La of a. If IXI. is small, r.sl{ is 
well defined, and depends continuously on X. The desired estimates 
follow from the above estimates. By Lemma (A.3) (for BDiff;+'(Rn», 
~(X') is homologous to zero in BDiff;'·(Rn). Since ~(rpl{) is homo
logous to -~(X')+~(X), ~(r.sX) is homologous to ~(X). 
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Let N be a positive integer. We are going to construct the mapping 
/C depending on N which we fix later. We use the fragmentation with 
respect to the following partition of unity. 

Let e be a positive real number smaller than 1/2. Let r; be a smooth 
function on R such that 

O~r;(x)~I, 

r;(x)=O forxe(-oo,O] and r;(x) = 1 forxe[e,oo). 

Put r;1 = l-r;(x-(I-e)), 

r;j=r;(x-(j-l)(I-e))(I-r;(x-j(1-e))) U=2, .. ·, N-l) 

and r;N=r;(x-(N-l)(1-e)). 

It is easy to see that {r;j} is a partition of unity on R; 

We have Supp(r;I)c(-oo,I], 

Supp (r;j)c[(j-l)(1-e),j(1-e)+e] (j =2, ... , N-l) and 

Supp (r;N)c[(N -1)(1-e), 00). 

We define vt, ... t,,: Rn~[o, 1] (1<il ,···, in<N) by 

v t1" •• t,,(xlo ••• , x n) =r;t,(x1)· •• r;t,,(xn). 

Then we have 

L: Vi, ... i" = 1 and 

SUPP(Vi, ... i,,)CSUpp(r;t,)X··· X Supp (r;i,.). 

We obtain constants c. and C •. r •a with respect to this partition of unity 
{Vi, ... i,,}, such that, for a cr. a-foliated Rn-product !F over [0, 1], 

IW*!Fllr.a:'SC •. r,all!Fllr.a provided 1!Flo<c •. 

Here, we use the Cr.a-norm II IIr.a as an Rn-valued function o~ [0, I]XRn. 
Note that c. and C •. r •a depend on the function r; and the differentiability 
r, IX but they do not depend on the positive integer N. 

Construction of /C. Let X be an element of fJI such that I XI.,:'S c, 
where c is given in Lemma (A.2). We put fi=N-r and apply Lemma 
(A.2) to X. Then we obtain r pX such that 

Irpxlo:'SCN-rIXI., and IrpXI., < qXI.,· 
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Let §(Lr pX) be the straightening of §(r pX). If N is sufficiently 
large, Lr pX is well-defined. (The element r pX obtained by our proof of 
Lemma (A.2) is already straightened.) Then there exists a positive real 
number C L such that 

These imply, by changing C L if necessary, the following estimates: 

Now, the N-subdivision s(N)§(LrpX) is a sum of N Cr,a-foliated 
Rn-products §(Xj ) over [0, I] with support in [0, I]n (j = I, ... , N). 

Let ~N be a smooth vectorfield on R" with compact support which 
coincides with 'L,r=l xi«(}j(}xt) on [-I, N + I]". Let P denote the time 
t 10g(N(1-e)+e) map of ~N. Then P([O, 1]")=[0, N(1-e)+e]". Con
sider the foliated Rn-product P§(Xj)=§(f~Xj) (j=I, ... , N) which 
ha(support in [0, N(1--,e)+e]n. Since 

flXlt, x)=«N(I-e)+e)jN)(LrpX)«t+(j-I»/N, x/(N(1-e)+e», 

we have the following estimates on the norms off~Xj (j=I, ... , N): 

If~Xj Ir,a «N(I-e)+ey-rN-1ILr pXlr,a 

<CL(N(I-e)+e)1-rN- 1IXla, and 

IflXj It ~(N(I-e)+e)l-tN-IILrpXlt 
::::;:CL (N(1-e)+ey-tNi-r- 1IXla (0::::;:; <r). 

Hence we have 

By taking a sufficiently large positive integer N, we may assume that 
If~Xjlo<c.. We apply the fragmenting homotopy h with respect to the 
partition of unity {lItl ... iJ. Put 

where Xj,il, ... ,i" has support in 
[(i1 -1)(1-e), i1(1-e)+e]X··· X[(in-I)(l-e), i,,(1-e)+e]. We have 
an estimate on the norm of Xi,t" ... ,i,,; 
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(j=I, "', N; I~il' "', in:;'N). Let ~(t*Xj,il, ... ,in) denote the cr,a_ 
foliated Rn-product over [0, 1] obtained from ~(Xj,i" ... ,in) by the smo
othing along the boundary. Then we have 

Take a one-parameter subgroup n;; ... ,in of Diff:(Rn) such that 
Tg: ... ,i n restricted to 

is the translation to [0, qn. Then Tj!; ... ,in~(t*Xj,i" ... ,in) has support 
in [0, I]n and it is an element of /J8 whose norm is the same as that of 
t* Xj,il, ... ,in· 

Let ~(t;;X) denote a Cr,a-foliated Rn-product over [0, 1] which is the 
composition of the Nn+l foliated products n~; ... ,in~( t* Xj,il, ... ,in); 

S(Nn+l)~(t;;X)= L; Tg; ... ,in~(t*Xj,il, ... ,i,J 
l:;;;;;j,il,···,i n -:;'N 

Then t;;X is an element of /J8 and we have 

It;;XI",~Nn+1 sup It*Xj,i""',inl", 
j,il!o··,in 

Now suppose that r >n+ 1. Since C.,r,. and CL do not depend on 
N, by chocsing a sufficiently large N, we have 

It;;XI",~«(l-4e')/2)IXI", for XE /J8 with IXI",~c. 

Note that ~(t;;X) is homologous to ~(X) in BDiff~,a(Rn). 

Proof of Theorem (A. 1). Let Xo and Xl be elements of!J4 such that 
1 Xi I",:;' c(1- 4e')/2 (i = 0, 1). Then we have an element X of !J4 such that 

S(2) ~(X) = ~(t* Xo) + ~(t* Xl)' 

It is obvious that IXI",~c. Hence we obtain t;;x. By the estimate on the 
norm of t;;X, we have 

Thus XI~t;;X is a map from {Xl E !J4; IXII",~C(I-4e')/2} to itself which is 
continuous with respect to the cr -topology. This subset of !J4 is compact 
with respect to the Cr-topology and is convex. Hence by the Schauder-
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Tychonoff fixed point theorem, we have a fixed point XI of this map. By 
the construction of "X, F("X) is homologous to F(X). Hence F(Xo)+ 
F(XI ) is homologous to F(XI ), that is, F(Xo) is homologous to zero. 

Since every I-cycle of BDiff~,a(Rn) is homologous to a sum of ele
ments in {XI E fJI; IXII .. ~c(1-4e')/2}, we have proved that 

Since this is true for any modulus of continuity a, Theorem (A.I) follows. 
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